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Senate elections
held; 556 voters
turn out at polls
Markita Shelburne
Editor
According to Liss Wray, chairperson of the election committee of
the Student Association, 556 persons
voted in the elections for student
sens tore Tuesday.
That total is up 24 students from
last year's total of 532. Last fall 10,
510 students were eligible to vote
and Student Association President
Carl Kremer estimated that the eligible vote this yesr was essentially
the same.
All full-time students at the university are eligible to vote.
Of the 58 seats provided by the
constitution of the association which
stales that one seat should be made
for each 150 students in a college, 53
have been filled.
According to Wray, eight of the
58 aeats are from the undecided students which, also according to the
constitution do not have to have
specific representatives.

Not suitcasers, but explorers
Not suitcasers but members of the Explorers Club, these students wait for rides for a camping expedition Saturday in Lexington. The explorers
camped overnight at a large, deserted field owned by a relative of a club member. (Photo by Jan Smiley).
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Campus equipped to handle handicapped
By Mary Ann McQuinn
News editor
The university campus seems to
be "ahead" of other state campuses

when it comes to accommodations
for the handicapped student, according to Mrs. Charlotte Denny, director of Student Special Services.

Periscope
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The Continuing Education Department has taken to the air with
a new program in which students or faculty can learn to fly a plane.
"Plying to Ohio just to eat at one of the fantastic restaurants on a
Friday night is fast and fun," Ron Coffman, one of the instructors,
commented. See staff writer Shannon Cunningham's story about the
Private Pilot ground school on Page 5.

Food service use up
By Jeff Phillips
Staff writer
Rising food costs and a need for
more nutritious meals have brought
about a 94 percent increase in meal
plan efficiency.
"We do have increases in the
number of people on the meal plans,
but more people are taking advantage of this service this year," said
Larry Martin, director of food services.
Martin also stated that, "Students are realizing that it is more
convenient to eat a nutritious meal
at the meal plan instead of trying to
fix a toasted sandwich in their
rooms."
And, when it cornea down to the
subject of money, most students will
sgree thst the meal plans are not a
bad deal.
Ron Durham, a Belfry, Ky.,
sophomore, said of Martin Hall Cafeteria, "It's good for students because it's a meal you can depend on.
It's there, and it's a lot cheaper
than eating out every day."
Dave Goodman, a Louisville, Ky.,
freshman, said of Clay Hall Cafeteria, "It's food to eat, guaranteed!"
Meals are served every school
day at Martin and Clay halls. Each
hall has its hours and menus for
each day.
New to the univeraity is 'the
"Food-o-matic" system for meals.
This is baaed on a pre-paid amount
for a computer card which can be
uaed in either the Powell grill or
cafeteria. It can be bought for $50
or 1100. the computer keeps track of
how much money the student uses
and gives a day-to-day account so
that the student can obtain a renewal when the card amount is uaed
up.
Martin said, "This system will
help the student not on the Martin
or Clay plans eliminate day-to-day
check cashings and money carrying
for food."
He also said he was very pleased
with the student acceptance of this
new idea in food service. He said,
"We never dreamed that over 2,000
people would respond to a system
which was just started this year."
Dave Updike, sophomore from
Frankfort, Ky., said of the Food-omatic system, "Good deal, because
you can eat when you want and
there are no set hours for eating."
The Food-o-matic card amount
4 aas ak» be carrtJd over from one se-

mester to another. "This is also another advantage with this non-meal
plan system," said Martin.
Future plans of the university include S campus-wide hoard plan,
which will enable all students to be
on s daily meal schedule.
Martin stated, "Kentucky is the
only state in the union without a
campus-wide board plan for all its
state-sponsored schools."
At this time studies sre being
done on the cost and maintenance of
such s school-wide plan.
Martin said, "Ideas sre being
formed on the opening of Case Hall
Cafeteria which would hold 1,000
students."
Cafeteria or grill operations are
also being studied for all dormitories.

"I think for a university that is
older, as we are, that we're ahead.
I've been told that by people who
have visited here," Denny said. A
visitor from the Bureau of the
Blind, she reported, said that the
university was doing more for the
handicapped "ItHaMat f" the way of
accommodations titan lb* University
of Kentucky, Georgetown College or
Morehead State University.
According to Denny, the university made renovations in the past, is
currently making renovazations and
hopes to do more renovating in the
future to accommodate the more
than 200 handicapped students enrolled at the university.
Three dormitories, Todd, Martin
and Combs, were renovated in the
summer of 1980. Eleven rooms were
fixed so thst the electrical outlets
were low enough for a handicapped
person to reach. The desks in these
rooms are large enough for a wheelchair to fit underneath them. There
are specisl showers and sinks for the
handicapped student to use.
Washers and driers have also
been modifiied in these three dorms
to make them easier to use.
Denny noted that, "sixty percent
of our handicapped students commute so that we haven't had a lot
of requests for more of the modified
rooms." She added that there were
no modified rooms in married housing and that she hadn't had a request for one.
Any of the 10 hearing impaired
students who live in campus dormitories have special phones that can
be set to ring louder, Denny said.

"I just felt like we had good publicity and I don't know why people
weren't out voting," commented
Wray on the small percentge of
voter turnout.
The College of Business was the
highest vote getter of the colleges
with 183 students voting. The College of Arts and humanities was the
lowest with 18 votes.
"The apathy around here is just
unbelievsble," continued Wray.

She added that the assistant director of a dorm in which a hearing
impaired lived carried a key to that
person's room in order to warn that
student, if necessary, in case of fire.
Denny said that a hearing impaired student might retire for the
night, tum off his heatfmj aW amt
not hear a fire alarm, fn such a
case, the assistant director could use
the key to get in and warn the student.
"A lot of the handicapped students don't want modified housing;
they want to msnsge in the real
world," Denny added.

The first meeting of the new senators will be next week at 6 p.m. in
the Kennamer Room of the Powell
Building with university President
Dr. J. C. Powell.
In the following list of the newlyelected senators, students elected by

Educational Buildings
The library has been one of the
most inaccessible buildings on campus to the handicapped persons, but
some renovations have been made
and more are being considered to
eliminate the problem.
One of the improvements performed was the addition of a ramp
on the east side of the library. A
person in a wheelchair goes up the
ramp and pushes a buzzer; someone
will let the person in. The student
then can use an elevator to reach
different floors.
According to Denny, one of the
long-range goals for the library is to
have a closed off space for blind students. This is needed because the
blind student must use tapes to
study, thereby making noise, Denny
explained.
There is one legally blind person
on campus and 15 legally blind persons. A legally blind person is one

By Jeff Phillips
Staff Writer
As College credits pile up and
months narrow down, most scholars
start thinking about the years to
come and how well they will make
it in the "real" world.
But, a need to remember those
eventful college years and long
nights spent cramming also enters
the mind of th graduate to be. And,
a fading diploma accompanied by a
box load of dusty yearbooks just
does not make college reflections
glamorous.
The answer, a college ring which
best symbolizes classroom achieve
ments. And, many people agree:
Gerard Powers, a sophomore from
Vine Grove said, "College rings are a
symbol of accomplishments which
were achieved and the hardships
which you had to overcome."
Roger Mayfield, a sophomore
marketing major from Warren,
Michigan added that the rings are
symbolic of the long hours put into

See UNIVERSITY Page 12

write-in votes are signaled by a (*).
The high vote getters in each college
are designated by a (#).
Allied Health and Nursing
Kay Chandler, John M. Martin,
Gina McEnaney, Lynetter D. Moldrem, Jennifer Ruehrwein*. Jessies
Shuler and Iisa Wimsatt.
Applied Arts and Technology
Theresa L. Dimondv, Sally
Gill*, Kearen Hansen*, Stacy
Kuhn*, Carla Morehead, Joanne
Powell*. Randall Q. Powell, Scott
Robertson*, Ram Shirley and John
Tillson*.
Arts and Humanities
Gaye Bush*, Collen McGrsdy
and Johanna McQuilkin.
Health, Physical Education
and Recreation
Barb Calvertff and Phil Gallagher*.
Business
Kyle Burke, Jean Finley, Valerie
Gianopolus#, Linda Gossman, Steve
Kuhn, Keith Palmer, Linda Pierce,
Rhonda Richert, David R. White,
Steven K. Whitson and Doug
Young.
Education
Linda Chandler, Barb Harris*,
Tanna Hicks*, Laura Hodgins and
Robyn Prewitt.
Law Enforcement
Andy Cecil*, Keith Haill, Ronald
Johns s and Kevin Lotheridge.
Natural and Mathematical Sciences
Carl (Joe) Kappes, Barry Mitcalf,
Karen Mitchell*, Annette Ohlman
and Chris Outlaw.
Social and Behavioral Science*
Greg Dodge, Kevin L. Fitzgerald,
III, Charles W. Hstfield, Lisa J.
Nordheimc, William C. Presaon and
Debbie Witson.

Ring appraisal
shows price array
working for a degree."
Tony Smith, a senior psychology
major from Booneville said, "A ring
symbolizes work put out for a degree, also in a sense it represents the
diploma itself in a lesser way."
Terry Sievert, a junior marketing
major from Appleton, Wisconsin
commented, " I think a class ring
symbolizes the fact that someone
wants to show everyne else he tried
to go to college."
many expressed that a college
ring is worth buying, but after that
decision th buyer is confronted with
the finding that there is more than
one ring dealer and a vast variety of
ring styles.
A run down of four dealers, their
rings snd prices might give a little
more insight to the world of rings.
Interviewed were the Eastern
Kentucky Campus Book Store, located on the campus; the University
Book snd Supply. Leroy Jewelers,
See STUDIES, Page 12

Arrest made
for thefts
By Mary Ann McQuinn
News editor
Lisa Beth Pruitt, a university student, was injured
Wednesday, Sept. 16, while she was attempting to break
from a public safety officer, according to Winn Walker,
assistant director of public safety.
Pruitt allegedly broke from the officer, ran into some
bushes snd punctured her chest, allowing air in and causing one of her lungs to collapse. Pruitt was taken to Pattie A. Clay Hospital for treatment and was released
Sept 22.
According to Walker, Pruitt had been charged with
one count of misdemeanor theft before the injury occurred. He added that three more counts of misdemeanor
theft had been filed against her as of Sept. 22.
The thefts allegedly occurred in Sullivan Hall.
Walker said that he felt that there was sufficient evidence to prove that Pruitt was connected with at least
four of the counts of theft filed by students living in
Sullivan HaU.

Lying Out

the weather has been unpredicatable, there have bean some sunny and warm days to take advantage of. With the arrival of
AlfhougrTtl
fall, dejys are numbered to take advantage o^tudying in the Ravine. (Photo by Jan Smiley).

*

Among the items taken from Sullivan Hall was a
purse belonging to a maintenance worker. Sullivan residents Lane Patrice Butler and Tia Abemathie found the
puree.in a bathroom and turned it in to the desk. Some
money reportedly had been taken from the purse.
Residents ot Sullivan Hall have reported mining
clothee, food, hair apray and a couple of tickets to the
Foreigner concert
Mrs. Halite Campbell, dorm director of Sullivan Hall,
refused to comment on the situation. Pruitt also declined
to comment
k .
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Opinion
Drop / add system
outdated, costly
Why do students, after paying tuition supposedly to get into el—,
have topeytogetoutoforgetintoa dart?
A* it stands now, the university* procedure of drop/add is outdated
for the number of students enrobed.
Currently, the procedure for dropping or adding a daaa ia aomewhat
tiring (running around campus looking for your adviaor ao be or the can
approve the transaction; then to the Office of Billings and Collections to
pay, and ending up in the Registrar's Office with four to five different
papers signed by just about every dean on campus) and expensive ($2
each time you drop or add a dam).
Why can the university not follow the procedure set by other statesupported schools like the University of Kentucky, where a centralised
drop/add system is used and, most important, is free.
Could this be another way the university is making big bucks off of
the college students?
According to the Office of Billings and Collections, paying a "service
charge" is meant to be a deterrent for the students thinking about dropping or ajgggaj a class.
Really, now think about it Is it?
University officials say that all monies received go into a special
Schedule Change account.
How is that money spent? Nobody seems to know.
Could it be that the university is saving it all up to build a new dorm
to ease overcrowding or, even better, s new cafeteria? It is very doubtful.
Until the university's administration realizes that we are not the "little college" of the '60s, but a growing university, we will be stuck with
this antiquated system of drop/add.
And in the long run, it'a not just the students who will suffer, but the
reputation of the entire university.

Abandoned babies
stir high emotions
^St*,***
Campus Reflections

Professional freshman spotter
a

Now that I'm a senior, I can
claim that I'm a professional freshman spotter.
I've really mastered my technique
over, the years. I can spot them anywhere — downtown, the library,
grill,' bushes, etc.
it takes just a few careful observations and you too can spot a
freshman.
lite giveaway ia the look on their
face*. Around campus, they have
that "where am I" look.
Be careful, though, in claas.
There are two types of freshmen
there.
First, there's the freshman who is
always sitting at his desk 15 minutes- before class starts, pencil and
paper ready.
Then there's the freshman who
runs into class, late, no books, redeyed and wrinkled. He usually falls
asleep before the class is over Oust
give him a nudge and whisper
"party" and hell awake instantly).
If they don't have the "where am
I" look, then it's the "I'm ao happy
to be here" look. This is evident especially downtown.
Freshmen don't mind waiting in
45 minute lines, stumbling over people to get to a three-foot-wide dance
floor or having beer spilled on them.
They think downtown is God's gift
to students. Only desth (and only
their own) would cause freshmen to
miss a Thursday night downtown.
On campus it's easy to spot
freshmen. They sre the ones who
wear a path out around Horny Cornth Their attire it alto typical.
Freshmen keep the bookstore in
business by purchsting sny EKU
that, aborts, etc.
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Also, they don't carry books. Either they think a. locker is right
around the corner, as in high school,
or they couldn't afford them and
think they can pate claases without
buying books. Sorry, only in high
school.
University cafeterias are also favorite hangouts for freshmen. They
don't know any better; or haven't
discovered Ma Kelly's yet. Obviously, they haven't mastered the
art of cooking without leaving an
aroma in their rooms.
You also can find freshmen at
university activities. They are the
only ones there.
With t little observation, I noticed thst freshmen usually are
about 10-20 pounds lighter than
other, students. Give them time —
or a pizza with everything for nine
months — and they'll look like the
rest of us.
The room is another dead giveaway for the professional freshman
tpotter. Start with the phone. It
won't be on the hook but glued to a
frethman ear; it ia the umbilical
cord to home. The phone provides
answers from how to tort laundry to
how to balance a checkbook.
You can alwayt tell when freshmen receive their phone bills.
Screams of anguish are heard as the
freshman sits down to study his
four-page phone bill — good for another call home to aak for more
money.
Next to the phone ia a large
memo board, cluttered with phone
numbers of every person on campus
that It of the oppotite sex. The
freshman might not know them, but
it looks good when he has someone

i|
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up for open house. You csn also
And on that memo board, in large
print, notes reading "Party at
Susan's", or "Road trip to Lexington."
A frethman room walls are lined
with posters that mom would never
have allowed; prom pictures; family
portraits; hometown honey shots;
high school varsity letters, and other
paraphenalia.
The room is always a meat. But
then it'a not easy to live with three
people in a cubbyhole.
Freshmen also haven't yet discov-

ered that open house is not exactly
what it's cracked up to be. I have
yet to learn what ia so exciting
sbout sitting in s room with two
roommates staring at you, trying to
think of aomething to do. It does
seem more exciting to climb six
flights of stairs at 3 a.m. sneaking
aomeone in the room than going
through open house as many freshmen do.
Don't worry, though, freshmen,
you too can be a professional freshman spotter . . . next year.
After all, you can't start at the
top.

Letters to the editor
Smokeout
To the editor:
Thursday, Nov. 19, is the day of
the Great American Smokeout. McCaffrey and McCall, Inc. haa, for
the third year, donated its talents to
the creation of these adt to promote
the event.
This it the fifth consecutive year
we are asking smokers to quit cigarettes for 24 hours, and hopefully, to
give them up permanently. National
Chairman of the Smokeout it Larry
Hagman, a former smoker, who hat
involved himself in this cause with
great dedication.
The I960 Smokeout waa the most
successful to fsr. A Gallup poll
showed that about half of the 4,900,000 persons who quit smoking
last Nov. 20 were still off cigarettes
as much as 10 days later.
The daU also revealed that the
rate of participation in the Smokeout waa somewhat higher among
women and young people. This was
s significant accomplishment in light
of statistics showing increased smoking among younger female*.
This yesr we look forwsrd to

even greater involvement in thia
notable event. Dramatic, waiting activities will take place in communities across the country.
American Cancer Society

Student cheer
To the Editor
Recently I had an occasion to
make a visit to your campus. I was
completely unfamiliar with the
buildings where I wished to visit.
I asked four or five students for
directions. Not only did they give
me directions, but accompanied ma
to the buildings. They were so kind,
polite and helpful that I asked the
last student if the instructors had
trained them to be friendly to strangers and to fellow-students. The studsnt replied, "No, all of Esstern
Kentucky University students come
hare trained in good mannas.
On no other campus that I have
visited have I found this friendly,
family-type attitude among college
student*.
I congratulate your student body
and faculty.
Mrs. John G. Boyd

Corrections.
Due to s reporter's misunderstanding, the Progress reported in
the Sept 10 issue that Kappa Delta
Taus (KDTt) admit both men and
women to their organisation. The
group admits only women.
The photographer's credit was
omitted from a photograph appear-

big in last week's paper. The photograph titled "A Hard Day's Night"
and appearing on Page 6 waa by
Neil Thompson.
The photographer's credit waa
also omitted from a photograph of
Rob Elhs appearing on Page 9. The
photographer was Terry Underwood.

Volunteers needed for Pals
AD these sophomores, juniors and
seniors interested in becoming involved in University Pals (the Big
Brother/Big Sister program on campus) should tpply tins weak. Applications are now being arete tad far
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student volunteers beginning Monday, Sept 38 through Friday, Oct. 1
Students can pick up sppHcations in
the Student Association Office located on the main floor of the Pow-

By Shanda Pulliam
Staff writer
It ia enlightening to learn that
the newborn baby girl found near
the Cammack Building May 3 it
alive, healthy and safe with her
adoptive parents.
It is appalling to realise that a
human being is capable of putting
a helpless infant in the bushes and
fleeing, apparently not caring
whether it lives or dies.
Yet, although not in this exact
manner, desertion and rejection of
babies by their parents ia commonplace in today's society. And moat
of these babiaa are not as fortunate as the little girl referred to
above.
She was found in time — many
are not
How could anyone be so heartleas aa to walk away from his or
bar own baby? Ignorance and irresponsibility are the basic culprits.
Although effective measures can
be employed to prevent pregnancy,
ignorance stands in the way. A
woman who chooses to let her
child be born into the world
should accept the responsibility of
either raising it or making sure it
is put in a place where it will be
raised and nurtured.
Children need someone to give

them attention and affection,
someone to teach them morals,
values and respec^ and, most significantly, someone to give them
unlimited love.
If a woman and man are not
prepared to do this, why do they
open themselves up to the problem? And even if a woman does
get pregnant without planning to,
why does she not have enough respect for the unborn child to make
plans to guarantee, it a home?
It seems much easier just to
dump it off on the road after birth
and "que sera, sera."
If there were even a scintilla of
humanity about this individual, he
or she would have taken the child
to an adoption agency.
Waa it the fear of being identified? Was it the legalities? Would
it have taken too much time and
effort? Was it simply too much
trouble?
After all, how important is it to
parents to ensure the safety and
well-being of their own children?
Obviously on the priority lists of
some, it ranks horribly low.
And this — the neglect of and
nonchalance toward one's own
flesh and blood — ia certainly the
moat disgusting testament to mankind.

Letters Welcome
The Progreti welcomes letters
from students, faculty, staff and
membera of the community. All
writers are encouraged to keep their
letters concise (within 500 words)
end to type them. All letters to the

editor should be signed and tent or
delivered to the Progress office in
Wallace 348. Opinions on any subject whether campus, local, state or
national are welcome.

CAMPUS m KEVIN GfllMM
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Graybar researches
atom bomb effects
By Tim Eaton
Features editor
Shortly after World War II, the
United States tested two atomic
bombs on a small island in the Pacific called Bikini Atoll. These tests
were meant to explore the possibility of a nuclear attack on our
Navy according to Bikini Atoll researcher Dr. Uoyd l.raybar. professor of history at the university.
Graybar has spent four years researching the teats the Navy undertook at Bikini Atoll. Bikini Atoll is
about 2,000 miles west of Hawaii.
Graybar explained how he became interested in the Bikini Atoll
research.
"While I was studying information about the Navy in World War
11,1 found out that as soon as
World War II was over, the leading
Naval officers wanted to find out
what effect an atomic bomb might
have on our Navy.
"Some asked what might have
happened if the Japanese had used
an atomic bomb on Pearl Harbor in
1941? What would have happened to
our ships? That, of course, led the
Navy to conduct tests on the nuclear bomb. They wanted to see if
ships could be repaired quickly
enough to resume normal combat
duties."
Graybar said that the Navy took
six dozen ships from World War II
— ships that were outdated and
were going to be sold as scrap —
and positioned them within a mile
around the atoll. The ships all had
laboratory animals and various heat
and radiation detection devices.
Then on July 1, 1946, an atomic
bomb was exploded a few hundred
feet above the ships. On July 25,
1946, an atomic bomb was detonated
beneath the sea.
Each of the bombs was the
equivalent of 20,000 tons of TNT.
Dr. Graybar said the event was
broadcast — from a distance, of
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course — so the nation could hear
what a nuclear explosion sounded
like. However, he added, "nothing
much ever came out of it."
"Fewer than a dozen ships were
sunk," said Graybar.
"I've seen pictures of the result,
and it's hard to describe. Some of
the ships' decks were twisted and
badly out of shape.
. "I guess it helped the Navy, because it showed that the bomb
wouldn't sink a whole fleet. Bombs
now are a lot more powerful than
then," added Graybar.
"The bomb in the water was
found to be most devastating, since
it would have splattered radioactive
water all over the ships. And with
men aboard, a sizeable number
among the crews would have been
either killed or suffered from ratlin-

Former student killed
by electrocution
**
Masoud Rabet. a former university student from Tehran, Iran, was
killed Sept. 16 while he was doing
painting work at the Richmond
Medical Arts Building located on
West Main Street in Richmond.
Rabet was identified by Madison
County Coroner, Embry Curry who
said that the cause of death was apparently electrocution.
According to an article in the
Sept. 17 issue of The Richmond
Daily Register, Rabet and another
man. Paul Reed, were moving an

Nursing workshop planned
Lloyd Graybar
tion poisoning," explained Graybar.
Since these tests, Graybar said,
the Navy has been trying to protect
ships from atomic attacks and radiation. He added, "There is not too
much they can do against a direct
hit."
Graybar said he does research because "it's my professional interest .
. . and it is something I enjoy."

BOGIE'S
BARBER &
STYLE
SHOP

• PHOBUMS?

FEATHER OR LAYER
CUTS

ALL TYPE CUTS
AVAILABLE

JIMS
PAWN SHOP

624-1733

3rd & Water St.

BUCKS

We want you to make Ponderosa
your real Value Meal Steakhouse!

■ Two for 4.99|
$

weddings, birthdays, anniversary & party cakes
MON.-FRI. 6:00 A.M.-6:00 P.M.
9:00 P.M.-?

STEAKHOUSE

m. ■■ ■■ m ■COUPON" ■■ ■■ ■■ mg

SPECIALIZING IN

TR/tD&-» ■•■■""

BY-PASS

. ■*-•**

10% DISCOUNT TO ALL
EKU STUDENTS WITH VAUD I.D.

HIM*

The speaker for the program is
I-arrv Bobbert. Producer and Director of TV and Radio at the university.

Welcome to
RICHMOND

624-2427

Next to RECORDSMTTH
OPEN: 8:00 A.M.-5:00 P.M.
CLOSED WED.

104 N. SECOND ST.

jpm «fw

istrators, managers and others involved in staff development in the
health care setting.

Moment

$6.00

BUY,

The College of Allied Health and
Nursing announces a workshop on
"Increasing Organizational Team
Building Effectiveness" on Sept. 25,
at the Perkins Building. Registration
is set for 8:30 a.m., and the workshop from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
The workshop is open to admin-

Dial-A-Bible

try

■J***

Graybar has written an article
which was published in the October
1980 issue of Military Affairs Magazine and hopes to do more articles
and maybe even a book.
"I hope to write more, but some
of the records are still classified. My
progress depends mainly on whether
the material gets declassified or remains classified," he said.

BUSY-BEE BAKERY

• MUST

aluminum ladder when the ladder
came into contact with a power line.
Rabel was reportedly standing in
wet grass when he was electrocuted.
Rabet was pronounced dead on
arrival at'Pattie A. Clay Hospital.
The body was sent to Louisville for
an autopsy.
Reed was standing on the sidewalk and received a mild shock. He
was treated and released from Pattie
A. Clay Hospital.
Rabet attended the university in
the '79-90 school vear.

SAT. 6:00 A.M.-6:00 P.M.
SUN. CLOSED

A REVEALING COMEDY* ABOUT REACHING THE TOP
BY WAY OF THE BOTTOM

Ribeye Steak Dinners

Dinners Include: Baked Potato or
French Fries
'
■
• All-You-Can-Eat Salad Bar ■
I
• Warm Roll with Butter
I
Offer Good Through 10/1/81
One couple per coupon. Not
redeemable for cash. Cannot be
used In combination with other discount*. Applicable taxes not included. Sales tax applicable to regular
price where required by law. At participating Steakhoutes.

£P 9.24.81

POHuBfffi III

' ■■ ■■ "COUPON" "-■-■■■

Steakhouse
Hamburger
$
1.99
Includes:
• Steakhouse Deluxe Hamburger
Plus:
• All-You-Can-Eat Salad Bar
• Choice of beverage (except milk)
Offer Good Through 10/1/81 EP9M,„

I
P080Bffi| I"

Cannot be used in combination with
other discount* Not redeemable for
cash. Applicable taxes not Included.
Sales tax applicable to regular price
where required by law. At participating Steakhouses.

•

■
■
l
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'COUPON'

SAVE UP TO $4.07 .

i

-

Dinner for Two i

■

.Offer good all day
I Friday. Saturday
and Sunday

■

>

RYAN O'NEAL /
JACK WARDEN MARLANGELA MELATO RICHARD KIEL
"80 FINE"
A LOBELL/BERGMAN PRODUCTION
MUSIC BYENNIO MORRICONE PRODUCED BY MDXE LOBELL
WRITTEN AND DIRECTED BY ANDREW BERGMAN
!.** ***** frM Q A ■»* OtNMXuMMhoncC**

OPENS SEPTEMBER 28th AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU!

*9.99

Includes: Two Prime Rib Steaks plus
•Choice of Potato
-Choke of any Beverage |
•WarmRoil with Butter (except milk)
/_»
-All-You-Can-Eat
-Choicepf Pudding or J|
Salad Bar
Fruit Flavored Gelatin —
Offer Good Through 9 / 27 / 6l »Mt*M
Limit on* coupon per < nuplr No)
rrdremabl* for rash Cannot br
io*d in combination uith other
dkcountv Void where prohibited
Applicable tax** not included Al
participating Steakhou»«*
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Placement Pipeline
I. Employment Interview Procedural
1. All interviews will be held in
the Career Development and Placement (CMP) Office, 319 Jones.
2. Students who wiah to schedule
interview! mutt sign up in person at
the office Monday - Friday from 8

4:30 p.m. including noon hour.
3. Interviews are scheduled on a
first-come, first-serve basis after or
ganixational recruiting details are
announced in the FYI or Eaitern
/lugiess.
4. The minimum requirement for

"— ——
scheuling an interview is the completion of a placement data sheet. This
form is part of the Placement Registration Packet which is available in
the office. A complete set of credentials is recommended to support
your employment or professional/
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Super Special Coupon
$

5°° Off Any Purchase
Of Shoes
^.,0 27

(Even Sale Shoes}

ELECT

SHEw
MAYOR

Building Oct. 1 sad 2
Tues, Oct. 6
Mobil Oil Corp.

VII. Internships
Junior ft senior broadcasting msjors

Positions: Geologist

Qualifications: MS. in geology
Note: Second interview schedule
for summer 1962 jobs
Qualifications: Geology majors
1962-83; MS. graduates and 1981-82
BS. graduates going on for MS. degree in geology
The Division of Career Development Jt Placement (CDftP) will publish a Mini-Resume Booklet promoting your teaching credentials to
approximately 300 school systems in
Kentucky and surrounding states
again this year. Release of this
booklet is scheduled for mid-November. If you have not registered for
this special promotion, please visit
319 Jones and complete the data
form by Wednesday, Sept. 30.
V. Minority Student Employment
Majge
The Division of Career Development ft Placement, 319 Jones, receives requests from employment recruiters to provide a listing of
grsdusting (81-82) minority students. The division will release a
listing of minority graduates upon
appropriate employer request.

The International Radio and Television Society is BOW accepting applications for its 1962 College Conference, Feb. 3 - 8, 1982. This is an
all-expense-paid opportunity to meet
and work with leading industry professionals and sharpen your job
search skills. All conference participants become eligible for an IRTS
paid summer internship in New
YorkCtty.
Rolling Stone is accepting applications for winter (Dec/Jsn/Peb.)
interns, all majors eligible, no salary
offered.
The Newspaper Fund, lac. is offering pe-srranged, paid summer internships, pre-internship training
program, and scholarships for the
1962-83 school year. Editing Internship Program (juniors) and Minority
Internship Program (seniors ft graduate students). Deadline — Thanksgiving Day.
Additional information and applications available in CDftP, Jones
319.
VIII. Part-time off-campus jobs
1. Office Clerk: Richmond industry — morning hours — Mon. - Fri.
20 hours per week. Typing skills.
13.86/hr.

PANAMA BEOISTBY

CANCUN COZUMEL
KEY WEST
7-DAY AIR/SEA CRUISES

"Eastern Kentucky University is
my alma mater. Richmond must
work with EKU to enhance the
campus and city life."

SAIL FROM TAMPA TO MEXICO'S CARIBBEAN
RIVIERA — MARCH 13-20,1SS3

(ll>W

1977 EKU Graduate
•B.B.A. in Accounting 'With Distinction'

•iHtcoiitciiMor-

Mm. Punka* tW.OO '
Expires 9-30-81
Limit 1 Per Customer

•

graduate school rssaaiih.
II. Interviews:
Man. - Wed., Sept 28, 39, 30
VS. Army
Positions: Army Reserve program
for undergraduates and graduating
students (freshmen - seniors)
Note: Will also have an information booth outside the grill In the
PoweU Building Sept. 28 - 30
Tues, Sept. 29
Medford Property Company
Positions: Property Management/
Resident Trainees (apartments)
Qualifications: BBA Real Estate
or other business majors
Wed., Sept. 30
Peat, Marwick, Mitchell ft Co.
Positions: Accounting assistants
Qualifications: BBA or MBA —
accounting
Thure., Oct. 1
Cincom Systems
Positions: Systems analysts and
application project leader trainees
Qualifications: Bachelor or master's degree in EDP or computer science
Thins.* Fri., Oct. 1 A 2
VS. Navy>
Positions: Officer training program with specialization in surface
submarine warfare, aviation, supply,
data systems/ Medical Corps
Qualifications: Completion of
bachelor's degree in technical/engineering related area, business and
health areas
Note: Information booth will be
available outside grill area in Powell

SPRING BREAK CRUISE —$434.00 per
person based on quad occupancy.
SPACE LIMITED: $175.00 depo.lt prior
to Oct. 15 confirms reservations ...

Colonel Club Member
-Caarter Secretary

$70 P* wo.

Sigma Chi Alumnus

Denlse Bennett or Chuck Burgees

Poid lor by condidoi*

tor a*"!**!'*'0

FAST FREE

DELIVERY

BAHAMA
CRUISE UNE
CARDINAL TRAVEL AGENCY
322 Water Street
Richmond, Ky. 40475
^^—-

Lexington

Richmond

- 269-3366 -

— 624-2424 —
263 East Main
Street

Euclid ft Ashland
In Cnevy Chat*

623-4324 or 800-262-2015 (Ky. only)

Str?UZA

■5 Coa4-«'-00n0,

Off!

' C •li

DIAMOND

k) fK

t'KNTER

KIRK'S*

10 5

SI

FRKJAY PIZZA LOVERS PASSION
SATURDAY
HOUSE SPECIAL
SUNDAY VEGETARIAN SPECIAL

DELIVERY MENU
PIZZA
Pepperoni • Sausage • Baked Ham • Anchovies
Hamburger • Mushrooms • Green Olives
CHEESE
MEDIUM
ONE ITEM
3.80
TWO ITEMS
5.10
THREE ITEMS
«g

FOUR ITEMS

Onion or Green Pepper
Bar-B-Que Sauce
Extra Cheese

URGE
5.85
8.50
M»

J£

JJ-Jf

5 30

9.00

570

9.70

*S
•*
*°

'~»
™
.'A

LrtBf*, Wo, CMsv

HAWAIIAN PIZZA
rMleSOKSs*

ROYAL FEAST
"A Special Blend"

SANDWICHES
BEEFB0AT
Whole 4.30 ■

Half 2.70

Whole 4.20

Half 2.65

SPAGHETTI
AMERICAN or ITALIAN
Meat Sauce and Bread
3.85
Mushrooms (add)
JO
MeatbeNe (add)
JO

SALADS
CHEF SALAD

Ew, Cheese, Ham, Croutons
4.30
DELIVERY AREA
5:00 pjn. to 12fl0 pjfl. ONLY

623-7t54

DRINKS

COKE - MELL0 YELL0
2 LITER 1.29
$5 MINIMUM DELIVERY
PROMOTIONAL DISCOUNTS
imifi m\MM e*.aF« ataBPeie>/
VOtO ON DELIVERY ITEMS
OUR DRIVERS
CARRY LESS THAN
SIMS
Located on Eastern By-Pan
WOMBS*

FUTURE DELIVERY
STORES TO BE
IN YOUR AREA

- tpOK
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Campus Living
Student
active in
politics

.
:
-
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Hy Valerie Christy
Staff Writer
At 19, and in her second year at
the university, she has already accomplished the task of participating
on four committees in the student
senate. She has, for two of these
committees, held the office of chairperson. Not to let herself slow down,
she has currently run for re-election
as a student senator. The future
lawyer who has succeeded in student
politics is Gina McEnaney.
Currently, McEnaney holds the
office of senator, chairperson on the
committee on committees and chairperson on an Ad Hoc committee for
the arts and crafts fair.
Her duties for the office of committee on committees concern making sure all committees are doing
their jobs and making sure hr members file report* on the activities of
each of th respective committees.
The committees that McEnaney
oversees are student rights and responsibilities, academic affairs, public relations, elections and finance.
McEnaney explains her job "is
like a checks and balance system."
It takes each committee's full cooperation if it is expected to work,
said McEnaney.
She recently took over the arts
and crafts fair which is and Ad Hoc
committee on the senate. McEnaney
is excited about it, but readily admita that it is new to her. The fair
is held during the spring by the
meditation chapel. It is sponsored to
raise money for the Scotia Mine
Disaster Scholarship Fund. Artists
from the Richmond area, as well as
those from around Kentucky, come
to exhibit and sell their art pieces.
Since McEnaney has been so involved in politics one might think

Pilots train for
first flight but
remain on ground

That's stretching it

Although Gina McEnaney is busy with four committees in student politics, she manages to "stretch" her time to get
in some exercise. (Photo by Mary Ann McQuinn).
that she has had a lot of experience
prior to college. She was involved in
her high school student council, but
as far IB unversity politics are concerned she just stumbled on to it.
She has enjoyed politics so much
that she has changed her major to
law and hopes to some day attend
law school. She feels as though
being a member of senate will
greatly help her attain her end goal.
She states, "I've learned more about
government processes by being on
senate than I could in any class. It's
the experience."
With her acquired experience ,
McEnaney has vaguely felt the discriminatory forces because she is female. She says it has not been to a
degree where it would inhibit her
snd her work. She explains, "They

feel women shouldn't be in politics.
People look at you like, Why?"
The senate as a whole concentrates its efforts on a diverse range
of problems. Presently they are
working on obtaining a December
graduation for the students. It is a
long process that must go through
the various administrations, but McEnaney is hopeful that it will be approved.
As for other problems McEnaney
claims that the senate needs aid
from the student body. Said McEnaney, "We can't help students unless
they help us with input."
She went on to discuss the varloiis ways students can have their
voice heard. The best way to accomplish this is by attending the open

meetings the senate has on Tuesdays at 6p.m. in the Kennamer
Room of the Powell Building. She
also explained that this is the only
way students can know what is
going on. McEnaney advises, "I
really urge students to come to
meetings or come talk to us." The
senators are always available to
speak to students as McEnaney jovially remarked, "We love to talk."
As for the school year, she said
she is optimistic. She said she believes the senate will do its best at
getting things done, especially if
they receive input from students.
As she looks into the future she
states, "This year we've got a great
senate and we can get a lot done if
we work together. It'll be a really
prosperous year."

Interpreters instructing deaf students
By Meliaaaa Shore
Staff writer
On a stool in front of the classroom sits s special person. She is
not the professor but is one of the
six interpreters for the deaf employed by the university.
Through signing, fingsrapelHng

and mouthing the interpreter becomes a vital link between the hearing impaired student and the professor.
Besides sttending classes with the
deaf student, the interpreter is responsible for providing aid for outof-claa* assignments when necessary.

Citizens oppose station
By Stove Patrick
Staff writer
A jeep, two or three Datsuns, a
] few Camaros and several other cars
I haphazardly park by the building on
> Lancsster Avenue, across from
Combs Hall. This building, or free
.lance parking lot, served ss s
; friendly neighborhood service station
for years.
Built in 1941, the station was one
of the first buildings in this srea.
First named Pure Oil, the station attracted a good business. The owners
of the property, then and now, are
Lillian Luxon and J.C. Cox.
Cox personally ran the business
for about two years and then leased
the station to several others in rapid
succession. Russel Rymell came into
the picture, leasing the property
from Cox snd Luxon, snd ran the
establishment for about 25 years as
an independent Ashland Oil businessman. Red Fassas rented the station then, turning it into an outlet
for Red Head gasoline. (Presently,

r

there is a station on East Irvine
Street).
After about a year and a half of
Red Head gas, Fassas wanted to
stop leasing s gas station and start
several retail businesses. His plan
met strong opposition from residents
of that area. The consensus was
that the stores would attract excess
traffic (both pedestrian and automobile), and there wouldn't be proper
parking for the businesses.
The opposition also contended
that the businesses would be easy
prey for robbers; trash would be of
tremendous volume, and the area, a
residential district, simply wasn't
zoned for retail business.
The gas station, before, had operated under a "grandfather clause" (s
provision protecting businesses already in an area before it ia properly zoned). The residents signed a
petition against the businesses,
presented it to the Richmond Zoning Board and were overwhelmingly
successful.

This may involve viewing a a film in
the library, attending a play or even
being in conference with the deaf
student.
Teachers with an interpreter by
their side may at first feel nervous
about their presence. But the newness soon wears off and professors
often find that their teaching techniques improve from the situation.
Dr. Bonnie Gray, a professor of
philosophy at the university, who
hss an interpreter in one of her
classes said, "I became more aware
of the need to write important facts
on the board and that I shouldn't
go too fast."
Since teaching with an interpreter in the room Gray has made
no major changes, but feels that the
small changes she has made have
benefited the whole class.
The graceful art of signing is appreciated by the students in the
classroom. Gray commented that the
students tended to watch the interpreter instead of the professor but
that the initial fascination was overcome after the first lesson or two.
Students are encouraged to take
courses in deaf communication and
to consider deaf interpretation as a
secondary occupation.
Charlotte Denny from the university's Department of Special Services said that Kentucky has an unsually high number of incidences of
deafness.
She explsined that, "this is due

partially to the dampness of the
Ohio Valley and the noise hazards
of coal mining."
Presently, two deaf students and
several more with severe hearing defects are enrolled at the university.
Denny, with-a smile on her face,
recalls an incident of a deaf student
who CLPed a music course at the
university. For her CLEP test she
was required to play a piece on the
piano. She performed perfectly and
passed with flying colors, said
Denny.

Coffman reflects, "When classes
first start everyone is very quiet and
no one talks to anyone. Later in the
course, a coffee pot and cookies are
brought into class snd the classes
are more social.
"Most people who participate in
the course look forward to a flight
to the Bahamas or Florida upon
graduation," commented Coffman.
One graduate flew a group to the
Bahamas for a vacation and was recently hired by an engineering firm
as a geologist since he had a pilot's
license.
Pilot ground school requires the
student to pass a written examination put out by the FAA. A certificate awarded to qualified students

at the end of the course is valid for
two years.
The student then is ready for
flight school.
This provides practical experience
— flying solo, cross-country and at
night, and when only the dashboard
can be seen.
Coffman explained, "On a clear
night, I can see the lights of Cincinnati and Louisville from Richmond.
When the moon is full, I can count
the cows in the fields."
Being able to fly a general aviation plane has many benefits. A
pilot's license is excellent on a resume, especially in the fields of
banking, agriculture and marketing,
according to Coffman. A three-day
trip by car takes only one day by
plane
"Flying to Ohio just to eat at
one of the fantastic restaurants on a
Friday night is fast and fun," stated
Coffman.
The places you've always wanted
to go and the things you've always
wanted to see become weekend trips
for you, your family and friends.
There are no restrictions to 55 mrleper-hour speed limits. You go when
and where you want to go, Coffman
said.
\
Any pilot will tell you — that
first solo flight is a once in a lifetime experience — a day you w.ill
never forget.
"When the pilot comes down
from his first solo flight, we rip his
shirt tail right off his back. The
shirt tail is hung on a wall along
with his name, date, instructor and
type of plane flown," reveals Coffman.
"Nothing is as big as flying the
very first time by yourself, so jt
doesn't matter what kind of shirt
you have on; it gets ripped off, but
no one cares. The 'ripping-off-dfshirt-tails' is a traditionally celebrated ceremony," he said.
Coffman says some people "join
for discipline or just the mystique of
conquering the unknown. It's not
hard to fly, people do it because it's
fun. tt develops motor coordination
skills. So, if you can pat your head
and rub your tummy, you can fly?"
If you are interested in learning
to fly, call Ron Coffman or Jack
Bisping at the Madison Airport or
contact the Continuing Education
Department at the university.

Fretty, Harris experience two worlds
with fathers as teachers on campus
By Cindy Eglian
Staff writer
"It's unique having a father as a
faculty member; you experience the
best of both worlds," commented
Sarah Fretty.
Fretty and David Harris are two
of many students who are able to
experience these "two worlds." Both
of their fathers are professors and
they are able to see the work professionally and as a father.
"One advantage to having a
father as a professor is the way that
he has helped me work out schedul-

People Poll
By Eddie McGinnis
Staff writer
Photos by Terry Underwood
Do you think that the use of
druga and alcohol is common on
campus? Do you believe that students should be allowed to drink in
their rooms if they are 21?
William Wimberly; pre-law; Midway; sophomore
"Yea, I believe drug and alcohol
use ia common. Yea, students should
be able to drink in their rooms if
they are of legal drinking age."
Liaa Silkey; apecial education;
Troy, Ohio; sophoaaora
"Yea, it's very common on campus. I believe they should be able to
drink in their rooms."
Mark Fryman; electronics; Corbin; sophomore
"Yea, it is. Too many people try
to uae drugs aa an escape. No, because it will lead to other problems
in the dormitories."
Jodie Brown; public relations;
Holland, Mich.; senior
"Yes, I think it ia common on
this campus aa wall aa others. No,
because there ia no way to enforce
that only 21-year-olds can drink. If
there was a way to enforce it, I believe they ahould be allowed to
drink."
Fat Kennedy; public relational
Louisville; senior
"Yea, I think druga and alcohol
are common on campus. Both are
readily available on campus, if you

By Shannon Cunningham
Staff writer
Private Pilot ground school has
got off the ground and taken to the
air.
Private Pilot ground school is
being offered through the Continuing Education Department at the
university for anyone interested in
the program.
The classes are held every Monday evening from 6:30 to 9:30 p.m.
in Room 525 of the Begley Building.
Classes are taught by Ron Coffman
and Jack Bisping, who are both
graduates of the university.
Coffman and Bisping own and
operate Central Aviation at the
Madison Airport in Richmond. They
are both certified by the Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA).
The school requires $32.50 for tuition and $56.39 to purchase the
necessary textbooks and other materials. The lessons are learned chapter by chapter with the help of
films, audio tapes and study workbooks. Taking a quiz at the end of
each chapter allows students to evaluate their progress. Incorrect answers are reviewed and taught over
again until the student is confident
in his understanding.
The course last semester enrolled
43 people in two separate classes.
This semester, the classes have
started a week earlier in order to
complete the entire course before finals week at the university. Approximately 35 to 40 percent of those
enrolled are. university students and
faculty, some still working.on their
licenses.

want to find them bad enough. I believe 21-year-olds should be able to
drink in their rooms, but it would
be hard to enforce."
Phillip Fett; political acience;
New Carlisle, Ohio; senior
"I think that the use of drugs
and alcohol is somewhat common on
campus, although I don't necessarily
approve. I think a 21-year-old student has the right to drink."
Keith Mshan; art; Jenkins; junior
"I think it'a very common, due to
all the pressure I would say 85 percent drink, 76 percent use marijuana. Yea, they are 21 and they
ahould do what they want to; after
all, this is America."
Becky French; business and marketing; Louiaville; sophomore
"Yea, it ia common. I believe that
each one ia equal in use. Yes, if a
atudent ia 21 he should be sble to
drink"
Michael Barnard; journalism; St.
Louis, Mo.; senior
"Yea, moat definitely. If they are
21, they are legal to do what they
want" '
Ron Libermann; buaineaa aad
marketing; Louiaville
"Of course it is; other than aex
and school, what else ia there to do
all day? Whether they are allowed
to drink or not ia irrelevant If people in the donna want to drink,
there ia very little anyone can do to
stop them."

ing problems, plan my curriculum
and introduce me to other professors," explained Fretty.
Her father, Ralph Fretty, teaches
politics! science snd is an advisor
for undeclared freshmen.
According to Fretty, she and her
father work as a "team referral service. "He gives me names of students
who he thinks are lonely or who
may need someone to talk to. I call
the students, and in this way we are
able to help students who may have
problems."
Harris's father, Bond Hsrris,
teaches philosophy snd religion. He
has introduced his son to many professors, aa well as his voice teacher.
Fretty and Harris say they are
treated in a positive way by their
classmates.
"It's exciting to listen to other
students comment about how my

■

David Harris

father acts professionally, not just as
I see him as a father," said Fretty.
Harris, who has been in some of
his father's classes, finds it "interesting when students wsnt to know
what his father acts like as a father,
and what his interests are."
Many believe that having a parent on the faculty means that the
student can "get away with murder"
with other professors. Neither Fretty
nor Hsrris finds this to be true.
"I've met professors through my
father, but I've also met many on
my own. It works both ways; it's
mainly up to the student," said Harris.
Fretty says she lives up to her
own expectations. "I don't think
anyone treats you any differently.
When you're in college you're on
your own two feet, whether your
parent is a faculty member or not."
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Student nurses attend
national NSNA convention

Battle of the broads

'

These two university co-eds battle it out in last Friday's arm wrestling contest during "Play the night away at the
Begjey Building. TTiis wai the second annual event sponsored by Intramurals and Interdorm. (Photo by Jan Smiley).

Greeks play at County Fair
By Donna Champion
Staff writer
Lots of time and planning have
none into the 12th annual Sigma
Alpha Epsilon (SAE» County Fair,
according to Bob McDonald, County
Fait chairman. "Since the end of the
last; semester, we've been working on
this;" said McDonald.
f he fair will be held Sept. 25 at
thfyintramural field behind Palmer
HaO. Festivities will begin at 2 p.m.
/Ill sororities and fraternities are
invited to participate in the sports
and booth event*. They will compete

PROGRESSIVE
PRODtlTMOXS

Call To Book
A Band For
That Special
Party
I' niiiTMitH Shopping
Ct»mi*»r
H'J.t-Hl.l.l

• Greek Symbols, Charms,
Mugs & Beverage Glasses
• AH Types of Engraving
& Repairs

aba.

WITH THE PURCHASE OF A

Dairq
Queen

Adopt-a-Grandparent program; Halloween and Thanksgiving parties at
Richmond's Kenwood Nursing
Home; blood pressure clinics, and
the Annual Health Fair.
Contact Teresa, Treasurer, at
3829 for more information about
membership.

10% DISCOUNT TO EKU
STUDENTS & FACULTY
(ON ANY PURCHASE)

iTOll&VallKefc
FREE
Sm. Fries • Sm. Drink

The university sponsored the fall
KANS Executive Council meeting
on Sept. 12 in preparation for the
1982 KANS convention to be held
Feb. 25-27 in Louisville.
The locsl chapter sponsors the
fall and spring Bloodmobiles and
such community service* as the

Gem-Roy
Jewelry

Student Special

A DIVISION OF

CURRIER'S
MUSIC WORLD

The sport* events will range from
a backgammon tournament to a
cider jugging contest. Other activities include a Whopper eating contest, Frisbie throw, old-time cigarette roll, egg toss, egg in your beer,
arm wrestling, stilt walking and
horseshoe pitching contests.
McDonald, who is working on his
fifth year planning the County Fair,
noted that "it gives us the opportunity for the Greek system to get
together."
The general public is invited to
attend and watch the festivities.

against each other during the sport*
events; points are collected and totaled up at the end of the fair. Trophies will be presented to the winners of each event at the All Greek
Mixer, which will be held at the National Guard Armory in Richmond
at 8 p.m.
There will be a $25 entry fee for
sports events and a $15 entry fee for
game booths. Money collected will
go toward expenses incurred during
the fair.
"We usually don't make money
on this; just break even," McDonald
said.

The university'* Baccalaureate
Student Nursing Association
(BSNA) has bean very busy attending conventions, and planning
projects and community services.
From April 29-May 3, BSNA
raised money to sponsor nine members (Laura Babbage, Diane Bowman, Priscilla Berry-delegate, Laura
Coraett, Nancy Elder-delegate, Sally
Frazier, Robbyn Goodan, Charlotte
Kirkland and Patty McCann) to attend the 29th Annual National Student Nurses' Association (NSNA)
convention held in Cleveland, Ohio.
The theme, "Cycles of Change —
Ecology/Environment/Bnergy," was
selected due to the environmental
factors influencing the health care
system today.
The convention challenged every
aspect of one's personality with educational programs, exhibits, a Western hoedown dance and clinical
focus sessions sponsored by such
speakers as Larry Gordon, president
of the American Pubhc Health Association; Merlin DuVall, president of
the National Center for Health Education; Elsa Brown, president-elect
of the National League for Nursing,
and Eileen Jacobi, representative of
the International Congress of Nursing from Sweden.
Four students were' selected for
NSNA News in the American Journal of Nursing. They were Priscilla
Berry, Laura Cornett, Diane Bowman and Nancy Elder. Robbyn
Goodan, current BSNA Presidential
Advisor, was interviewed by the
Cleveland news for 11 p.m. TV coverage.
BSNA is a constituent of the
Kentucky Association of Nursing
Students (KANS). They have three
stste officers from this campus:
Nancy Elder, KANS president;
Kelly Shoo, Kardex editor, and
Cathy Kipp, legislative chairperson.

Double Burger

208 W. MAIN
623-4554

brazier

EASTERN BY PASS
CLASSIFIED
BICYCLES, BICYCLES —WE
HAVE THEM. We have ROSS &
CONCORD BRANDS. We Repair
ALL WAKES. Richmond Supply
Inc. Oyllege Park Shopping Center,
Open til 7 p.m. Call 623-1398.
ALVAREZ, YAMAHA, SIGMA, &
D1XON ELECTRIC AND FOLK
GUITARS, BANJOS, MANDOLINS, & DRUM SETS ALSO
AVAILABLE. We carry a Fine
Line Of Music Accessories At
Richmond Supply Inc. College
Park Shopping Center. Lessons
Available. Open til 7 p.m. Call 6231398.
We Are The Local Headquarters
For.DUNGEONS & DRAGONS
"THE MOST POPULAR FANTASY GAME OF THE DECADE" Don't Overlook Our Selection Of Model Airplanes & Hobby
Supplies. AVAILABLE AT Richmond Supply Inc. College Park
Shopping Center, Open til 7 p.m.
Call 623-1398.
Information on Alaskan and Overseas employment. Excellent income
potential. Call (312) 741-9780, Ext.
61|0.
ATTENTION: .
ACCOUNTING GRADUATES
Manroe Shine & Co., Inc., a certified public accounting firm in
Louisville, Kentucky will be interviewing accounting graduates on
campus Tuesday, October 13, 1961.
Monroe Shine & Co., Inc. is a
lane local firm and offers diversified training and employment opportunities. Full-time internships
paying $6.50 per hour are also
available during the spring semester. For further information contact Ken Coyle collect at (502)
4S-031L

*

EASTERN
PROGRESS
INVITES LETTERS

Richmond Ky.
Present Coupon Upon Ordering

TRY OUR HOMEMADE CHILI

AINT NO REASON
TO GO ANYPLACE ELSE.

Collect
Arby's School

Any sandwich,
french fries
and
16 oz. drink.

w

Spirit Mugs

Expires October 4. 1981.
Not good with any
other offer.

Wenjys

Good at all participating

.

when you buy a
medium size Dr Pepper

AND

16 oz. drink
Expires October 4. 1981
Not good with any
other offer.

Good at all participating

l'ppi.'

Cheer on the Colonels with our School Spirit Mugs, displaying the
EKCJ Seal and emblem. Get your hands on one... or a whole set,
before supplies run dry at participating Arby's.
r........... r.

maw*

THI^rrVIPON
WITH THIS
COUPON

I
I
I

Any sandwich,
french fries
and
16 oz. drink.

m

2 Arby's
2 Arby's
King
Roast Beef
Roast Beef
Sandwiches
Sandwiches
$959
$922

I Urn it one coupon per
■ cuatOAwftotvetujwtth
enyoothet oH*f. Of«f
■ valid through Ocl 9, 1961
_ »* participating Arbyt,

WITH THIS COUPON

WITH THIS COUPON

Limit one coupon pof
curtwnti No! »•!«) wHh
any OUWf offtf Offer
•otMiruoughOcI 9. 1961
1 oorUtlortlnq Aityt

FREE
Large Fries
with the purchase of
Arby's French Dip Sandwich
at the regular price.
Limit ont coupon pet customer Not valid
with any other o*Ie» OH«r valid through
October 9.1901 at part*-patina. Arby •

1..--. —— -1———— —

4
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TO THE
EDITOR

Expires October 4. 1981
Not good with any
other offer.

(;< x ></ di all participating lflfEAU'%j

s.
-J

Arby's In Richmond
• On Eastern By-Pass
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Order of the Arrow shows
scouting still strong in college

Campus Clips
Lambda Sigma

Thursdays at 7:30 p.m.
A new "Share the World"
Bible study group is forming and
the Newman Core Meeting, now
called "Reach In/Reach Out,"
will be held two nights a week,
Wednesdays and Thursdays, at
5:30 p.m. for thoae interested.
For more information call Linda
Fussner at the Newman Center,
624-9400.

All former members of the
Lambda Sigma Society or Cwena
are urged to attend a Lambda
Sigma Alumni Association meeting on Tuesday, Sept. 29, at 5
p.m. in Conference Room C of
the Powell Building.
The group will be discussing
plans for a homecoming reunion
and other projects for the year.
Those interested but unable to
attend should contact the
Progress office at 3106.

Angel Street
Angel Street, a Victorian
melodrama, will be presented at
7:30 p.m., Sept. 30 through Oct.
3, at Pearl Buchanan Theatre.
Call 622-6861 or 622-3480 for reservations.

Newman Center
The Newman Center sponsors
a weekly spaghetti supper Sundays at 6:30 p.m. for a $1 donation. Catholic belief and practice
discussion sessions are held on
Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. The Newman Singers need musicians and
singers and their practices are on

Black Student Union
The Black Student Union will
meet at 5 p.m. Monday, Sept. 28,
in the Kennamer Room of the
Powell Building. Ron Griffin,

president of the Lexington chapter of the NAACP, will be the
guest speaker. Anyone interested
is invited to attend. The first organizational meeting will be held
Monday, Oct. 5, at 5 p.m. in the
Kennamer Room also.

Scouting
The Bluegrass Scouting Alliance Club will have an awards
meeting Oct. 7 at 8:45 in Wallace
445 to recognize new members.
They are also planning a leader
training field trip Sept. 25, at the
Old Kentucky Home Council Office and will leave from Alumni
Coliseum at 3:30 pjn. The BGSA
has also planned two camping
trips for Oct. 9-11 at Erlanger
and McKee Scout Reservation.
Anyone interested in becoming
a scout leader for the Richmond
area should contact Mike Walton,
1746.

Cars labeled against auto theft
By Stephanie Geromes
Organizations editor
Kentucky has become a prime
state for auto theft because it has
no title law, as do most other states,
to easily trace stolen vehicles. Although the Kentucky General Assembly has been kicking around title
laws for awhile, there is something
university students can do to protect their property in the meantime.
The Criminal Justice Honor Society, Alpha Phi Sigma, will be
putting serial numbers on student

car windows Saturday and Sunday,
Sept. 29 and 30, from 2 to 6 p.m. in
the Alumni Coliseum parking lot.
Although the service is being
held for the campus community, it
is open to Richmond citizens also.
Bart West, president of Alpha Phi
Sigma, said this is the first year the
club is marking cars as their service
project. He said that the practice,
which involves using acid and black
paint to mark the windows in cars,
is spreading throughout the state
because it discourages theft.

y&
**

"It (the car) is not worth as
much because they (car thieves)
can't part it out so easily," West explained. "Parting out" is the term
for auto thieves' practice of tearing
down cars and selling the parts. The
more places a car is marked, the
fewer parts can be used.
Bikes will be engraved and registered with Public Safety so they can
be easily traced if stolen. For more
information about having your car
or bike engraved, call Bart West at
624-1512.

sub center
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W. THIRD AND MAIN STREETS

REGULAR SANDWICHES
OUTRAGEOUS SANDWICHES
THE COLONEL
' > >b o) mmmi .ndudmg
1 kinds HI <■+••> 7 hinds ol Miami mntt
tt.rl.sv ft SS-'vsd on a 1? inch Italian
'»"
»3 33
THE ADMINISTRATION
. lb ot
luorv wivtd complat* «*t|h cnctM
tomato i«Huci> and ou< own HMCHI Mut«
on • 1 2 «nch Italian roll
»j 33
THE THURSDAY NIGHT OELIGH*
• lb o' dstlicious hem

aj

JJ

THE TFITORO SPECIAL
Tuna
cheat* tuna lomato lun* lettuce tuns
end out own special d'etftino. on a 12 inch
Italian roll
tj 33
TMC COMMONWEALTH HALL
. lb
of meat 2 UMH O* n«m and 7 hinds ol
salami uMThpte+e «a»i»» all the t.a-ngf
tl 33
THE EASTERN BYPASS
', lb
mmiure ol everything) 7 hinds ol ham and
»siam. tuna iiwetwotst loestbeel luthev
and Cheese Peanut butter by request
#3 81

*.-r v«.l on White. Rye or Whole WHeel breed
Lettuce Tomato. Mayo. Mustetd or Onion
on Request 16C Estte
Hoasi B**t
SI 71
tyS**
SI 43
Ham
*l $7
Saiem.
$1 43
livervwtifsl
*1 43
CftHW
ft .13
T„na Sat**
tl b7
Choose on any undwn h ISC eatre

Mini
IS inches)
Hem
Seler
Tuna
l.sad
2 Kinds ol Ham
2 Kinds ol Salami

•

*l
tl
•1
11
tl
tl
tl
tl

99
76
76
n
76
76
76
76

Monster
(17 inches)
%2 81
%7 hi
• 2 %7
• 7 t»7
t?S7
W »7
tl S7
t?57

HOT or COLD

Organizations
attend at leaat one long-term camp
of at least seven days' duration. The
election is conducted on a quota system with no more than one member
elected for every 14 members of a
particular unit.
OA members here may not vote
on candidates since those outside
the Order control who should become members. During the spring,
William C. "Toby" Boyd, a junior
broadcasting major, was elected by
the BGSA membership. Boyd, registered with the Tri-State Area Council as a member of the Kentucky
District Committee, was only a Second Class scout as a youth and attended Camp Arrowhead for summer

camp. His major scouting experience
came when he worked at the national canoe base in Wisconsin. He
also received the Boy Scouts' 50miler award.
Once a year, the BGSA hosts an
Order of the Arrow reception and
invites an Arrowman to speak on
the scouting and/or Arrow experience.
Order members, regardless of the
time of their induction, age or
length of time in the group and
former scouts and scout leaders are
encouraged to come to the next
meeting of the Bluegrass Scoutjng
Alliance, Oct. 7 at 8:45 p.m. in Wallace 445.

FOOTBALL SEASON SPECIAL
FRAMED COLONEL ART PRINT
11"x14"

%
%

CHEF SALAD
Por ions ol Ham Roast
Reel T uihey Sa ami a MS* ss Cheese on
a bed ol Letiute wvilh Tomel net and.your
1 ho-te ol dressing
t?40
eatra

SIDE ORDERS
COKe SPRITl nil MH PIBB 40C SOC
li"iion*o> iini I** G'dpf
40C SOC
CoHss
Potato Cn.ps
Hoi !'.•(. 1
KMNl Picnif Slice
Tossed Saiad

SUBMARINE SANDWICHES
Includes Lettuce Tometo Onion C
end our own top secret dressing

The Indians are at EKU! Actually, an Indian-based group is taking
hold at Eastern as a part of the
programs of the Bluegrass Scouting
Alliance (BGSA) club.
The Order of the Arrow is scouting's national brotherhood of cheerful service, organized at a scout
camp in Philadelphia in 1929. Order
of the Arrow (OA) members may be
recognized by the six-inch OA Indianhead emblem on the backs of
jackets or over the right side of Tshirts. OA members may be university officials, department chairpersons, professors or students.
Eastern's OA chapter, the NeptiHa ("forward") Chapter, is smaller
than last year's group because many
of those members graduated or did
not come back this year. The chapter is currently seeking members
along with the Bluegrass Scouting
Alliance Club.
Members of the chapter represent
six lodges for students, faculty or
staff. These members assist with
program needs for the Kit Carson
District, Bluegrass Council. With the
loss of Bruce Leinweber, the OA
chairperson for the BGSA and the
chapter chief, the OA chapter needs
a new chairperson as well as members.
The university candidates for this
honor society are nominated and
elected by fellow members of the
BGSA each spring and summer. To
be nominated for the order, a BGSA
member must have at least 20 days
and nights camping with a scout
unit, show a true scout spirit snd

76C
76C
?SC
35c
2OC
JOC
8%:

Supply
This Can Be Yours For *15°° Complete
Reg. Retail $18.00
(With Valid I.D.)

DESSERTS
Aupii- Pie
Pre. n p,ff
1 iieetn ...r
Pecan Coos.*

MASTERPIECE GALLERY

6 7C
C7C
76C
45C

University Shopping Center
Richmond, Kentucky, 40475
_(606) 624-2533

FREE DELIVERY
82 SO MINIMUM

>*

HOURS
Monday Triuiftoa*
'••da* Saturday
Sunday

SAM tu 12PM
BAM lo \2 PM
4PM loUPM

We Have A Lensa To fit Your Needs
ECMDMYPLAN

$17095

179

Soft Contact Lanwrs

CHALLENGE 8. RESPONSIBILITY
Here's why we're your
best career
opportunity
Amoco Production Company (USA) it a dynamic, growth
oriented subsidiary of Standard Oil Company (Indiana) and
our achievements have made us a leader in oil and gas
exploration.
■ Amoco holds more undeveloped domestic acreage
than any of it's competitors.
■ We maintained industry leadership in gross wells
drilled in 1980.
e We also lead the industry in the number of seismic
crews active in the U.S..
Accomplishments like these demonstrate our growing
exploration commitment, and with growth comas
excellent career opportunities. If you desire a position
as an entry-level Geologist, a position of challenge and
responsibility, we're the Company for you. We offer:

SemhRweJHe

•120°°
BRANDS
■l«ln»«t«tft<»r»<«»lil»b«an—Imam
tt Hh CMIKI lt«n ncktfinj BMC* m* LaaS SttftMMt

OSw. WlKl bwi maMfc
Sea PCTHSW. Mtaab. X-Ckraa

-■- lax— —*. —i

Tl» *•» pitoa *• 1st a*

The Contact Lens Center

MottoAv-mioAv tt
wTuncMvai
MM

mQerllaae,IBa»»eaaMtf.
(2)4(41 ■«! 042*77

vwun
—maoi—i *cc«mo

• •••••

Cake nice Cream
Birthday Cake*

e Excellent starting salary and top-notch benefits.
a True potential for career advancement.
e One of the Petroleum industry's best training programs.
Not to mention that you'll be with us in Houston, a city
you've no doubt heard a lot about, and one that lives
up to its reputation as an attractive and exciting place
to be.
Please check within your department for more information
Birthdays are
apodal with
aB-Rcaka.
Made in our store

Amoco Production Company (USA)
A Subsidiary Standard Oil Company (Ind.)
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F - H/V

Amoco Will be
interviewing on campus:
October 298.30

of cake 'n Ice cream
or all ice cream, in sizes to serve 8 to
30 kids of all ages. 1 to 101. Order early.
Your choice of 31-derful flavors.

BASKlN-aOBBINS
ICE CREAM STORE

®

UNIVERSITY SHOPPING CENTER

•-:
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£#11 television shows
offer variety, drama
Mary Keating
Staff Writer
The new fall program preview
looks promising for the 1981-82 television year. There is an even variety
of drama, comedy, and entertainment in the listings.
• , 'Here's a rundown in the series. . .
Saturday: KING'S CROSSING
(ABC) Carey Hollister (Msrilyn
Jones) and her sister, Lauren (Linda
Hamilton) come back to King's
Crossings more mature that they
were in their last series. WALT
DISNEY (CBS) - Television's longest running prime time shows will
have eight hours of new motion pictures and six hours of animation.
THE NASHVILLE PALACE (NBC)
Executive producer John Aylesworth
of H KK HAW is promising an allstar lineup and a different guest
host each week for this musical com- edy sketch entertainment series.
Sunday: CODE RED (ABC) •
, Lome Greene stars as a battalion
- fire chief. Andrew Stevens and Sam
' J. Jones star as his sons, who are
also community dedicated fire-fighters, with Msrtina Deignan playing
the role of Los Angeles' first female
fire fighter. TODAY'S FBI (ABC) This aeries will present stories as
current as today's headlines. The action revolves around the exploits of
Ben Slater (Mike Connors), a dedicated 20-year-old veteran, and his
.team of new breed of young
agenta.THE POWER OF MAT; THEW STAR (NBC) - Star, Peter
Barton, who is a refugee prince from
. another planet that was invaded,
* has the power to read minds and see
■ into the future. Star has the prob*• lems of possessing powers that he
i doesn't want and the constant
! threat of past enemy invaders that
- are still after him.
Ja Tuesday: SIMON AND SIMON
(CBS) - A pair of brothers, A.J.
.tfiunes Parker) and Ricky (Gerald
.'McRaney) run a freewheeling detective agency in San Diego. The show
. appears to be a cross between THE
ODD COUPLE, THE DUKES OF
"HAZZARD, and STARSKY AND
•flaiJCU. FATHER MURPHY
(NBC) Michael Murphy (Merlin
yiabfi) and his team's mining camp
3athlown up, leaving a group of chil,-dreir homeless. That's when the (jero
disguises himself as a priest and
.helps the beautiful schoolmarm
(Katherine Cannon) set up a home
for the orphans.
' BRETT MAVERICK (NBC) This show illustrates a big poker
furtmt in Sweetwater and a group of
'. gamblers which Maverick (James
1
Gamer) ilrthe silver-tonBUH) UalRlll
with s four-barrel derringer.
Wednesday: MR. MERLIN
(CBS) • Max Merlin (Banard
Hughes) is a sorcerer disguised as a

Eastern
School of Hair Design

Looking Out

New leaves

garage mechanic with his magic
wand being a crowbar set in cement.
Merlin's assignment is to do good
deeds. With apprentice Zachary
Rogers (Clark Brandon) to operate
the crowbar, their mission can be
comical and unique. THE FALL
GUY (ABC) Howie (Douglas Barr)
snd Colt (Lee Majors) are a team in
which Colt with his cousin Howie,
arc stunt men who moonlight as
bounty hunters. LOVE SIDNEY
(NBC) - Tony Randall stars as Sidney Shore, a commercial artist that
is gay and lonely. Its s program
about a middle-aged homosexual, a
promiscuous girl and an illegimate
child. SHANNON (CBS) - Another
detective series starring Kevin Dobson as Jack and Charlie Fields as
John. John is Jack's 10-year-old son.
Jack runs into many personal problems in addition to the problems he
will have with the squad.
Thursday. BEST OF THE
WEST(ABC) - Sam Best, Joel Hifr
gins, with s nostalgia for the west,
takes his wife and son with him into
a western parody rustled up by the
partner of TAXI. LEWIS AND
CLARK (NBC) - Stewart Lewis
(Gabe Kaplan) takes his family and
sidekick , Rosco Clsrk (Guich
Koock) to Luckenbach, Texas and
buys a cafe. GIMME A BREAK
(NBC) - Nell (Nell Carter) is a'
housekeeper for recently widowed
police captain Carl Kanisky (Dolph
Sweet) and his three kids. With the
kids being a comedy within itself
and the spats between Carl and
Nell, this show should be wildly
funny. JESSICA NOVACK (CBS) Jessica (Helen Shiver) is a local tele

Linda Douglas

Jammin' on

This past Sunday, the ravine on campus was rockin', rollin , movin', and
groovin' with free sounds provided by a local band. University students
came, saw, heard and enjoyed. (Photo by Mary Ann McQuinn)
vision humsn interest feature reporter. However, Jessica wants to
cover real stories instead of cute articles that consist of covering bear
cube at the zoo and sand castle contesta.
Friday: OPEN ALL NIGHT
(ABC) - Stars Gordon Feester and
Bubba Smith in a comedy on the
techniques and problems of running
a grocery store. STRIKE FORCE
(ABC) - Stars Robert Stack, Dorian
Harewood, Richard Roamnus, Mi-

chael Goodwin, and Trish Noble as
s crack team solving bizarre crimes.
FALCON CREST (CBS) - Stars
Jane Wyman, Robert Foxworth,
Billy Moses and Lorenzo Lamas as
two branches of a family that battle
over a vineyard in California's Napa
Valley. THE DEVLIN CONNECTION (NBC) - Rock Hudson and
Jack Scalia star in a father-son private eye series. Devlin (Hudson) is
an ex-private eye and runs a music
center at the same time.

The youngster added his final
collection of the summer's fading replicas to the smootering stack of
leaves. He knew it wouldn't be long
before the Halloween faces would be
replaced by the whiteness of Santa
Claua' beard; it was all explained to
him in the science class at school.
Each autumn brought an end to the
summer's production of life.
Instead of agreeing with the toddler in his view that fall indicates
the termination of life, several communities across Kentucky have
found that it's a time for renewal
and revival
Last weekend, Garrard County
showed this spirit in its Seventh Annual Tobacco Festival. Among the
festivities there were activities for
all ages and the adventurous.
For those interested in the life
during pioneer days, a costume contest was sponsored. Winners in this
bracket wore an old-fashioned black
dress, and another wore a green
checked drees and bonnet.
Other participants became active
in throwing horse shoes and in the
tobacco spitting contest. The winner
spat 19 feet, 9 inches to gain the

CAMPUS CINEMAS 1 • 2

and a musical through the words ol
some other classical arrangements of
music.
The "Blair String Quartet" is a
combination of talent, imagination
and expertise. It is composed ol
Christian Teal, first violinist of the
"Blair Quartet" as well as a soloist
with the Colorado Philharmonic;
Lee Joiner, a violinist who studied
with Dorothy Delay while a scholarship student at the Juilliard School
where he received the Bachelor and
Master of Music degrees.
Other performers to be presented
will be Kathryn Plummer, violinist,

8?1 OWf

"Superior... II oilers pleasure to any
mo\iegoer out for a good lime."

Fine arts series begins October 20
The fine arts series finally begins!
Skip Daughtery, director of student
nativities and organizations, has arranged for three presentations in
this series. The first, to be held Oct.
20 in Brock Auditorium, is "The
Black Musical." Succeeding shows
include "The Blair String Quartet"
on Nov. 30 and "Best of Hollywood"
on March 30.
"The Black Musical" contains
such classics as Porgy and Bess,
Cabin in the Sky, Green Pastures,
Carmen Jones, Don't Bother Me, I
Can't Cope, Purlie and The Wiz. It
tells of the rife of a black performer

local title.
Homemakers found a market for
their cookies and cakes, while hobbies turned into cash for those who
participated in selling their crafts at
the flea market.
In keeping with the name of the
festival, there was s smoking contest
for those who owned pipes, and
judging for the biggest leaves of tobacco.
Even though the past was well
represented, 20th Century activities
were not excluded from the fun. For
the children, there was a Bigwheel
race snd the older population participated in the 5,000-meter race.
The Bible quiz, which had been
scheduled to extend through Sunday, ended in the early rounds Saturday afternoon.
Garrard County is only one of.
the Commonwealth's counties which
revitalises its community this fall.
Instead of waiting for the spring
leaves to bud, Kentuckians need to
discover the state in this post-vacation season. In addition to appreciating and recognizing our state's
colorful and friendly atmosphere, we
can find a touch of spring in its
changing seasons.

Kk'hurtl Corliss.

who studied with David Dawson
and Walter Trampler while a student at Indiana University and The
Juilliard School, and David Vanderkooi, cellist, who has been a member
of the "Blair String Quartet" since
its inception. He received his musical training in Texas, California and (
the Eastman School of Music where'
he esrned the B.M., M.M. and a
Performers Certificate.
Last is the "Best of Hollywood,"
scheduled for March 24 in Brock
Auditorium.
For more information, contact
Student Activities.

Time M;ii>;i/inc

BLAIR
BROWN

I
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JOHN
BELUSHI
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EYEWEAR by L'AMY *-^

NTAL
IVIDE

The most renowned name in Sportswear is now
available in a classic eyewear design conceived for
today's active but fashion conscious individuals.

Fri
Sat
Sun
Mon

7.: 30-9: 35-11:40
1:15-3:20-5:25-7:30-9:35-11:40
1:15-3:20-5:25-7)30-9:35
- Thur 7:30-9:35

Mar-Tan Optical Inc. 205 Geri Ln. Richmond 623-4267

~*

lANYORALL
HAIR CUTS ONLY3.1$
(

"Jf the price of
regular shops"

CHECK OUT OUR
SUN-TANNING BED
112 S. 2nd
623-5472

BEGINNER OR ADVANCED Cost n about th« s*m« M a
«m«t«f maUS college: $2,889 Pnce include* iet round
trip to Seville from New York, room, board, and tuition
complete Government grants and loans available for eligible
students
Live with a Spanish family, attend classes four hours a day.
four days a week, tour months. Earn 16 nr$. of credit {equivalent to 4 semesters taught in U.S. college* over a two

year time span) Your Spanish studies will be enhanced by |
opportunities not available in a US. classroom Standard
tzed tests show our students' language skids superior to I
students completing two year programs in U.S.
Hurry, it takes a lot of time to make all arrangements. We
depart Jan 31 and return June 1. 1982. FULLY ACCHED
ITED-A program of Trinity Christian College.

SEMESTER IN SPAIN
2442 E. Collier S.E. Grand Rapids. Michigan
Mlcnigan 49500
(A Program ol Trinity Christian Collage)

GO EKU!
Beat Akron

CALL TOLL FREE for M information 1 -800-253-9006
(in Mich., or If toll free Una inoperative call 1-616-942-2S41 colteel.)

Enroll with Bass
and graduate
in style.
Bass shoes give
your feet the
education they
•
deserve With tinee leathers and Wr
cushioned soles they 11 leach you
a new definition of comfort And Bass s
classic/ styling will help you make the
dean's list for good taste

^^.

PSYCHIC READING
TAROT CARDS

PALM
CRYSTAL BALL
Mrs. Sonia i« a Natural Born
Psychic. She can help you on
all life's problems* All questions
•wered.

PHONE:

FAMILY DOG, INC
ACROSS FROM THE

COLLEGE STATION

624-0986
104 Big Hil
Ave.

:

£

'' Vogue
Beauty Salon

SERVING THE STUDENTS
appearing this week:

623-5770

PARADOX THUR. FRI. SAT.

(BEHIND FIMSTATON

Coming Sept. 30-Oci. 4
In Concert

ON MAIN ST.)

Super Cuts
For Guys and Gals

■*&

Specialize In
Perms

"HOME OF CLASSMATE
OF THE MONTH" j

MIDNIGHT SPECIAL
Don't Miss This Band

454 EASTERN
BY PASS
SHOPPERS
VILLAGE

HOURS
Hon Sal
10am lotpm

RICHMOND
KENTUCKY

PtlOlW
624 2727

Su» iei>«>

• .

•

'

'■/'"■

4

flu- ''•■*••£■ Mi'7>
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OF IHI
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Elliwick
crowned
Jr. Miss
By IM Ward
SUff writer
Did Phyllis George Brown lUrt
this way? Who knows where the
Junior Mist path will lead its victor
— could she be s future First Lady
of Kentucky?
These questions and several others could have occupied 1981 Madison County Junior Miss Amy Ell swick during the eighth annual
pageant held Saturday night in
Hiram Brock Auditorium.
Elliwick waa among 17 local high
school girls who vied for the title. A
senior from Madison County High,
Elljwick lead the line of Richmond
winners.
Runners-up were: First runnerup, Elisabeth Long; second, Mary
Beth Sutton; third, Tracey Powell,
and fourth, Chi Houcnens.
The winner of the scholsstic
schievement award was Mary Beth
Sutton. The winner of the Spirit of
Junior Miss award was Ann McFerson, Richmond. The winner of the
spirit award is selected by her fellow
candidates as the most congenial.
The contestants were judged as
follows: Poise and appearance, 15%;
scholastic schievement, 15%; youth
fitness, 15%; creative and performing
arts, 20%, snd judges interviews,
36%.
The poise and appearance portion
of the program featured all of the
girls in s dance routine to the song,
"Try to Remember." This routine
produced the effect of a nostalgic
journey in line with the pageant's
theme, "Down Memory Lane.'
The youth fitness section
presented the girls in a dance se-

Professors participate in NEH

Sing a song

Tslent played an important part in the Junior Miss contest ss this coed illustrates in her presentation Saturday night in Brock Auditorium. (Photo by
Stan Wheeler)
quence including such golden oldies
The judges' interviews, the most
as the Charleston. This routine sym- important segment of the pageant,
bolized a journey "down memory were held privately with each candilane" to the roaring twenties.
date prior to the pageant.
In the creative and performing
Verda Tudor, 1980 Madison
arts portion of the program, each County Junior Miss, presented an
contestant selected an act in the interlude by singing "Killing Me
field of her interests. These acts Softly ' by Roberto Flack and "Out
ranged from singing and piano play- Here On My Own" by Irene Cara
ing to dance and gymnastic routines. from the movie Fame.
Monologues and even an original
This event, sponsored by Richsong and music arrangement com- mond's Younger Women's Club, is
posed by one of the girls was in- the preliminary to the state Junior
cluded.
Miss pageant.

Angel Street promises a thriller
By Janet Eddina
Staff writer
Aa Angel Street's performance
date nears, perhaps it is fitting for
one to remember its original performance. Those who first produced
this play for the American public
gave each character his own style, a
style which has been copied to some
extent by every new cast thereafter.
Each cast tries its best to catch that
intensity that existed at the theatre
in New York on Dec 5, 1941.
Angel Street waa written by Patrick Hamilton, who for more than
30 years wrote expressly to craate
thrillers for the public. The power of
his plays haa been attributed to
many factors.
Aa the British historian J.C. Trewin wrote, Angel Street haa always
kept a throat-constricting power, one
bred of narrative and atmosphere
and with an effect unfailing in performance, the frisson of the rising
and falling light."
It seems inevitable that the part

of Manningham would have been
played by Vincent Price. Although
his performance was described as
"nothing lees than thrillingly demoniac," England's box office hit almost
became Broadway's newest flop.
The profit of the production wss
minimal. To make matters worse,
the thriller opened two days before
Pearl Harbor.
Yet, Angel Street made an about
face and became a hit. It ran for
more than three years, with a record
of 1.295 performances. As one of the
longest-running plays on Broadway,
it became one of themapl'revived
suspense pfey*.
Set in-1880 on Angel Street, this
play — whose film version is called
Gaslight — waa set in an era without modern devices; the natural
seems much more mysterious and
forbidding. Every motion and word
was a tool used to its fullest to keep
the tension alive throughout the
performance.
The characters, instead of having

Arts
depth, were stereotypes of good and
evil which the audience could distinguish easily. With a leashed violence
like that in Wuthering Heights, this
work frightened its audience to their
core; and they loved it
With this university's performance only two weeks' sway, one ean
look on in anxious expectation. The
cast's job is not an easy one
It will have to live up to the
1940s version, of which one aisle-sitter said: "It really can keep you anchored to your seat bolt upright ...
a masterpiece of suspense."
As Patrick Hamilton said, "I
have gone all out to write a horror
play and make your flesh creep."

By Lee Mclntoah
Staff writer
Three faculty members of the
university's English Department —
Dr. Robert E. Burkhart, Dr. Dominick Hart and Dr. Richard D. Freed
— participated this past summer in
programs sponsored by the National
Endowment for the Humanities
(NEH).
NEH is a federal agency which
funds seminars and special programs
in the humanities at major research
institutes throughout the nation.
These seminars were designed to
give teachers an opportunity for
concentrated study of special interest topics.
An instructor is eligible to attend
NEH-sponsored seminars once every
three years, but must go through a
fairly competitive selection process.
The directors of these seminars also
must apply to NEH in order to receive a grant which allows for the
funding of these seminars.
Once teachers wishing to sponsor
seminars are awarded granta, NEH
publishes snnouncements of the
topic, date and location of each session. Instructors from across the
country then apply to NEH and to
the director of the seminar in which
they are interested. The director selects from the applicants 12 instructors to take part in the seminar.
Dr. Burkhart, chairman of the
English Department, participated in
a humanities institute, "Shakespeare
in Performance," held in July at the
Folger Shakespeare Library in
Washington, D.C. Such special institutes are shorter than the full seminars and more directly related to
some aspect of teaching, Burkhart
said.
According to Burkhart, the institute was made up of 20 professors
from across the country whose specialties were literature or theatre in
connection with Shakespeare.
The purpose was "to bring together the two disciplines and see
what we could learn about using the
performances of Shakespeare's plays
as a tool in teaching Shakespeare,"
said Burkhart.
He described the institute as a
"crash course" in basic acting, costume and set design and directing. A
good bit of time was spent performing certain scenes from Shakespeare's plays, he added.
The second professor to attend
an NEH seminar was Dr. Dominick
Hsrt, who chose "Shakespeare's
Plays as Scripts," conducted during
June and July at the University of
Iowa.
"Dramas don't live on the page,"
ssid Hsrt, "They live in the theatre."
The purpose of the seminar was'
to see if one could gain insight as to
how the plays were intended to be
produced, Hart said.
Shakespeare left no explicit stage
directions in his scripts, so "we try
to examine the texts to find clues ss
to how the plays should be
produced and what different characters should be doing when they
aren't speaking, etc.," said Hart.
This was the second NEH semi-

nar Hart had attended. In 1977, he
attended a medieval drama session
at the University of Wisconsin. Hart
said that he really enjoyed both, describing them as "personally rewarding" and "quite worthwhile."
Dr. Richard D. Freed took part
in a seminar on "Linguistics, Literacy and the Politics of Education,"
held during July and August at the
University of Texas.
Freed said that the seminar dealt
with what role an English teacher
should have in relation to students
and the importance of language in
society.
*""*v»
Freed reported that Dr. James

Sledd, noted linguist and dirextsfbf
the seminar, believes thst ''when
people learn to control their own
language and understand the language of other societies and corporate powers, then they have a better
ability to decide what they think is
right."
Freed said that he believes that a
college or university "should be •
place where people can learn rather
than be judged.
"If there is any hope to overcome
the injustices in our society," he
added, "then the only means thst
aren't violent involve the use of language."
. ,
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Sports
Colonels fail to
generate offense;
fall to Navy 24-0

Tennis
opens
season
By Jacquie Powell
Staff writer
The women's tennis team fought
hard against the University of
Ixiuiaville Friday, but was upset for
the first time in 12 years after a
draining six-hour confrontation in

in

I ouiKVille.

The Colonels lost by a total score
of 6-3, but six of the nine matches
played were decided in the third set.
Graduate assistant Heide Hess said
that the players "showed a lot of
determination" and that the quality
of play was good.
"We just didn't continually put
the pressure on them," Hess said.
Joy Rupert lost a tough 6-4, 6-2
r.a!tie to Debbie Giroux of Louisville
at trie number one position, while
Kristi Spangenberg pulled out Eastem's only singles victory in a 2-6, 64. 6-1 decision over a fellow fresh- •
man,' Laura Beth Schmidt, at the
number two position.
Paula Castoro, number three for
the Colonels, looked confident in her
long rallies against Renee Warren,
but later lost the match 6-3, 0-6, 63.
At the number four position,
Mendy Penn lost a close 6-2, 6-4 decision to Louisville's Kate Ramser;
and Susan Wilson, number five, suffered a gruelling 7-5, 7-6 loss to
Kate's younger sister, Laura Ramser. •
The last singles match on the
court, involved Fran Watson, number
six for the Colonels, and Kathy
Ramsey of Louisville.
Watson said that she realized she
was in an important position because she knew that if she won her
match, she could keep Eastern in
the contest. Watson's strategy was

Swinging it
Kristi Spangeberg returns serve in a recent match agaiast West Virginia University. The freshman, from Centerville,
Ohio, is currently playing the number 2 seed.
to keep her opponent on the run,
but she said that she ran into trouble by hitting shallow shots and
being "tentative and cautious."
Ramsey took advantage of the
short shots by rushing the net and
later won the match 6-3, 2-6, 6-4.
In an exhibition match at the
number seven position, Jacquie Pow-

ell of the Colonels won over Janet
Coppola in a close 6-2, 7-6 decision.
Although the match was already
decided, the Colonel players fought
with determination to win two of
the three doubles matches (both in
three sets) at the number one and
three positions.
"I think that says a lot about

the character of the team," Hess
said.
During the rest of the meet, the
Colonels lost to both Purdue University and the University of Arkansas
in 9-0 decisions, but beat the University of West Virginia in an 8-1
decision earlier on Thursday.

Hockey team travels to James Madison
By Beth Wilson
Staff writer
Coach Lynne Harvel was proud
of the way her field hockey team
played last weekend. The team won,
.1-1, Friday against Dayton and tied,
11, Saturday with Ball State.
"The. team is way ahead of themselves with preparation and play,.
They're playing better nqV tpan
they did at mid-season last year.
I'm really pleased," said Harvel.
Robin Forhecz, who plays left inside, scored two goals, and right
wing Debbie Wright scored one in
the Dayton game. "We controlled
most of the game and cut better
tharrever. Robin had a really good
game," said Harvel.
lift wing Wilma Howard scored
the goal against Ball State. "We

dominated play but we just couldn't
seem to score. We were in mid-field
most of the game. They (Ball State)
were a good team, probably the best
team we've played so far," said Harvel.
Carol Ann Lankford, who plays
left link, showed good support for
the attack and came back on the defense; ItcoTairJg tdTjarvel. "It was
our first chance to show our defense
this year and they did very well."
Harvel also mentioned that Ann
Daugherty, who plays sweep, and
Wilma Howard played exceptionally
well against Ball Slate
The team was very pleased with
their play last weekend. "We played
really well. We cut well for the ball
even though the field was slow,"
said right half Trese Lang about the
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Cnckett Portwood,
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Dayton game. "The field wasn't all
that great and that can make a big
difference," added Lang.
Howard said, "The team was
really disappointed that we couldn't
beat Ball State. They're a good
team and we really wanted to win.
But, we played good together and
everyone had a good time- Our passing and cutting was better than
ever. We're all looking forward to
the games this weekend."
The field hockey team will play
in the James Madison Invitational
this Friday and Saturday.

The Colonels will play Division
III powerhouse Eastern Mennonite
College in their first game. Even
though Mennonite is Division III,
Harvel has great respect for them.
"Mennonite is a strong team. We
can't afford to overlook them. Even
though they are in Division III,
they are very good," aaid Harvel.
The Lady Colonels' next foes will
be host James Madison. Last year,
the Colonels split a two-game series
with Madison. Madison took their
victory in the regionals. Revenge
will be a key factor.

By Scott WOMB
Sporta Editor

It is such a little word but it
plays such a big part in sport*.
The Colonels Buffered their tint
loas of the season aa they were
beaten 24-0 by the Midshipmen of
the Naval Academy at Annapolis
last Saturday.
But what if?
What if the Colonels had not
hsve fumbled five times? What if
the Colonel "Air Force" hadn't been
intercepted three times for 37 yards?
"We didn't capitalize on our opportunities. No capitalization on the
brakes we got. We just couldn't
score. Navy has a good defense, but
they didn't deserve 24 points," commented Coach Kidd.
The Colonel's firat chance to
score came with 3:16 left to go in
the half. After exchanging possessions with the Middies and a fumble
recovery by Richard Bell, the Maroons took possession on the Navy
22-yard line.
Jon Sutkamp started the drive
with a seven-yard sweep to the left
side. He followed that with a two
yard dive up the middle. Quarterback Chris Isaac followed that with
a pickup of three. Sutkamp then
picked up five yards on the next
two plays. That's when trouble hit.
Isaac took the snap for the next
play and dropped back to pass. The
receivers were covered so he scrambled and was tackled at the five
yard line. When Isaac hit the
ground the ball jarred loose and
Navy recovered. The official ruled it
a fumble and awarded the fumble
recovery.
"I looked over the films and I
The first Division I-AA poll has
think it shows that Isaac was down
been announced. Delaware leads
when the ball came loose. It
with 60 votes. They are followed
shouldn't have been ruled as a fumble. It would have given us snother closely by Murray State with 56 and
Idaho State with 49. Jackson State
down," said Kidd. "We had no reais fourth, with the Colonels fifth.
son not to score. The missed field
1. Delaware
60
goal hurt us. I felt we should hsve
2. Murray State
55
been ahead at halftime."
49
To make matters worse the Mid- 3. Idaho State
4. Jackson State
48
dies took the ball and drove 96
44
yards for a touchdown. The score, 5. Eastern Ky, r. .
6. Cenneoticut • > >
40
came'on a fluke play when Xhe re30
reiver, Chris Yelder, caught the ball ' 7. Montana State
' 27
and was hit by George Floyd. The 8. Grambhng
25
ball was jarred loose right into the 9. New Hampshire
10. Boise State
15
hands of Greg Pspajohn, who ram-
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Your professional
growth...
Important to you, important to us. At the Medical College of Virginia
Hospitals learning is a daily experience. It takes a special person to work in
our dynamic environment. We'd like to talk to you about clinical practice
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• OB/GYN
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Nurse Recruiter, Beth Martello would like to meet with you!
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bled the remaining 40 yards for the
TD.
'That was just plain luck," Papa
John aaid. I ran my route and I
didn't get open, but we're coached
to go to the ball and block. I just
saw the ball pop up and grabbed
it."
The Navy defense posed a problem for the Colonel offense as their
furtherest drive was to their own 26
yard line.
"I think we were nervous ," said
Isaac. "I think the whole offense
played tight"
After recovering a fumble, the
Midshipmen added to their 7-0 lead
with a 42 yard field goal by AilAmerican candidate Steve Fehr.
The Middies put the game out of
reach on their next possession as
they drove 51 yards in eight plays
just as the third quarter ended.
Navy added another touchdown in
the fourth quarter for the game's
final score.
*
EKU's sophomore backfield combined for 101 yards of the 118 team
total. Terence Thompson led the
wsy with 67 yards in 18 attempts.
Sutkamp had 34 yards on 13 tries.
"We had terrible field position
the whole second half. We were
tight on offense, said Kidd.
"The third quarter turned it
around. We had good field position.
The defense played pretty well
throughout but they got some help
from Eastern Kentucky with those
missed field goals and the fumble at
the six," said Nsvy coach George
Welsh.
But what if?

Ikttpitah
Personnel Services
MCV Station
Box 7
Richmond, VA 23298
MCV/VCU is an AA/EO Agency
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'Polvino's Spikers' to host invitational
By Shanda Pulliam
Staff writer
They are rested and they are
ready. Ai the eighth annual EKU
Volleyball Invitational geU under
way Friday, Coach Geri Polvino and
her squad will begin pursuit of a
goal that has eluded them for six
yesrs — winning their own invitational
Although the 8-2 Lady Colonels
rank among the best in the 12-team
field, attainment of their goal certainly will not come easily.
The teams, which hail from five
different states, are divided into two
six-team pools. Each squad will play
every other squad in their pool and
win-loss records will determine a
winner and runner-up. These four
teams, the champion and second
place team of each pool, then will
advance to a single elimination playoff for the overall championship. Action in the tournament, which is directed by Darcy Shriver, will take
place on Weaver and Begley courts.
Posing as the biggest threats for
Esstern in Pool Two sre Wayne
State, which finished second in lsst
year's tournament, and Northern
Kentucky, which beat the Colonels
two weeks ago in Pittsburgh. Other
Pool Two teams are Mount St. Joseph, Dayton and Tennessee-Martin.
A balanced Pool One features last
year's champion Miami University,
perennially strong Wright State,
Eastern Michigan, Kent State, Eastern Illinois and Morehead, which
the Lady Colonels dropped last week
in four games.
The Spikers have played only
two matches since their fifth place
Pittsburgh Invitational finish, and

according to Polvino, this gave her
team plenty of practice time to
overcome the problems experienced
in their first tournament
"We've had a chance to work on
our blocking," said Polvino. "Our
variability is also starting to happen
— that is, we are becoming more
able to do a lot of things without
being too predictable."
Captain Nancy Stoeckle agreed.
"We are going Into the tournament
well-rested and with a good week's
practice behind us. We've had the
chance to iron out the things thst
hsve been breaking down."
The Lady Colonels will enter the
tournament with two consecutive
road wins — last week at Morehead
and Tuesday over Xavier in three
games, 16-3, 15-11. 15-12.
Esstern will open the tournament
Friday at noon in the Begley Building against Tennessee-Martin, which
lost only one senior from last year's
team.
Immediately following this
match, the Spikers will meet KWIC
foe Northern. The earlier loss to
NKU will be fresh in the Lady
Colonels' memories as they take the
court for the 1:30 p.m. match.
Later Friday evening, at 5 p.m.
in Weaver, Eastern will confront
Wayne State, which lost only one
player from last year's second place
squad.
A parents recognition ceremony
will highlight the Colonels' 6:30 p.m.
against Dayton in Weaver. The volleyball parents who can make it will
be specially honored in a program
initiated during lsst yesr's invitational by senior Kay Bieger.
Saturday morning at 10:30, in

Weaver in their final pool game, the
Spikers are pitted aainst Mount St.
Joseph, the 1978 champions.
The semi-final rounds of the
championship playoff will begin at
2:30 p.m. Saturday in Weaver and
the final match is slated for 5 p.m.

Lady Colonel
Matchups

•

Friday

holm.

Senior Dave Sironen came in
fifth place in the individual standings with s score of 220. Kelly Fin-

Begley

,

12:00 1:30

EKU vs. U.T.-Martin

Court 1

EKU vs. Northern Ky.

Court 1
Weaver
Court 2
Court 2
Weaver

Friday

MO

EKU vs. Wayne St
EKU vs. Dayton

6:30
Saturday
10:30

EKU vs. Mt. St Joseph

Court2

Championship — Weaver Gym
•

Winner-Pool 1
2:30 p.m.
Runner-Up Pool 2

EKU vs. Akron

5 p.m

Winner-Pool 2
2:30 p.m.
Runner-Up Pool 1

1

Inexperienced harriers
finish seventh at UK

Due to massive sthletic budget
cuts, the university cross country
team has lost several potentially key
runners to other colleges.
According to Cosch Rick Erdmann, several top recruits declined
ney finished seventh in the individ- the invitation to come to Eastern
ual standings. Murray's Chris because of next year's abolishment
Edholme was the top finishing med- of the program.
With only one of two returning
alist
lettermen healthy, the inexperienced
After a poor first round the university came back and was low team harriers tied for seventh in the University of Kentucky Invitstional
in the final 36 holes.
With practice just beginning last Saturday at the Kentucky Horse
week, Coach Seaholm stated, "After Park.
this first meet, there will have to be
East Tennessee State University
harder practice to build up more easily won the 10,000-meter event
confidence and sbility in the playwith 41 points compared to that of
ers."
last place Xavier University's 350.'
"Inexperience is the main probEastern tied for seventh with
lem," added Seaholm. "We lack in Todds Road Track Club, with a
depth, also, but the players need to total of 191 points. Indiana Univerrealize that they are a good and tal- sity came in second with 71 points;
ented golf team. If they can get that, Murray State was third with 89;
inner confidence, they can be a good UK was fourth; Western Kentucky
golf team."
fifth; Depaul University sixth, and

Golfers open season with win
"We didn't do the things we had
to do to win," said university golf
coach Bobby Seaholm, as he
summed up his team's fourth place
finish this lsst weekend st the Murray State Invitational.
With an 11-team field, the
"Clubbing Colonels" had a team
total score of 896. That was behind
Western and Memphis State who
tied for first with a score of 890.
Missouri got third place position
with an 894.
"We played very tentatively. It is
a short, tight golf course," said Sea-

"The kids are eager for competition," ssid Polvino. "They sre
ready."
Added Stoeckle: "I don't see any
reason why we shouldn't win. We've
got the talent and we've got the
confidence to do it"

Northern Kentucky University was
ninth in the 10-teem invitational.
Senior Tim Langford fared the
best for the Colonels, coming in 19th
place with a time of 32:25. The
other four Colonels who placed include Junior Mike Johnson in 28th
place at 32:59, Junior Tim Mack in
30th place at 33:11, Senior Kelvin
Lewis in 55th place at 35:06, and finally Senior Terry Lakes in 59th
place at 35:44.
The Colonels' next challenge is
Saturday in the Kentucky Intercollegiate Championships st Bowling
Green.
EKU culminates its 1981 men's
cross country season Oct. 24 with
the OVC championship meet at
Murray.
"We're going to have to rely on
younger runners this year if we expect to compete favorably in the
OVC," said Erdmann.

By Debbie Williams
Staff writer
The Akron Zips will bring a 12 record to Hanger Field this
weekend as they will hook up
with the Colonels for an interconference game.
Akron, which has beaten Eastern Michigan, expects a tough
and physical game from the Colonels.
"It will be the toughest game
of the year." said Akron Head
Coach Jim Dennison. "Last year
we played a tough game."
"They're a better football
team than a year ago," said Colonels Coach Roy Kidd. "They defeated us last year."
The Zips defeated the Colonels 21-10, a fact that remains in
the minds of Coach Kidd and his
players.
"I don't think the players will
forget last year. Revenge should
play a big psrt in the game,"
said Kidd. "It is s very important game for both of us. They
have lost one conference game
and can't afford to lose another."
The Zips have s powerful offense with sophomore Ron Gihla
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This is an improvement for
Coach Dennison, as he explains,
"We had oar worst offensive performances, statistic-wise, last year
since I've been here. Since last
season, I have concentrated
mainly on our offense."
The defensive side of the line
is a bright spot for Dennison, as
he will anchor his defense around
linebackers Bred Reese and Don
Shut*.
Shute is considered by many
coaches in the league as a premier linemsn. Reese earned AllConference and All-American
honors last season.
"They're a good team. They
return most of their people,"
commented Kidd. "Their defense
is strong snd they are just a
strong and physical team."
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doing the signal calling. He is
backed up by senior Tom Freemsn who is also a threat to run
with the ball.
Toting the ball for Coach
Dennison will be last year's Ohio
Valley Conference leading
ground-gainer, Dennis Brumfield.
Brumfield had 216 yards in two
games this year.
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Take o tip

from the men
..invest In button-downs!
For pure style and convenience, nothing
compares to the oxford button-down shirt
With blazer, jeans, the look cant bo boat.
We've got them In outstanding solids and
stripss.

Lady San, J. G. Hook
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Laura Ensor
Kristi Estill
Karen Farmer
Jeanine Goldey
Julie Graham
Julie Green
Carolyn Harris
Theresa Ha/field
Ann Hawlce
Kathy Hoagland
Marilyn Hoffman
Sandy Kearns
Kim Kidd
Stacie Kuhn
Stacey Littrel
Janet Martin
Jeannie O'Rourlce
Jayne Pratt
Angela Pyle
Jane Reiss
Malinda Ross
Dana Rothacker
Teresa Summons
Missy Saralcatsannis
Vicki Shaioan
Cathy Smith
Jennifer Smith
Laura Steele
Nancy Strong
Verda Tudor
Tina Vincent
Pam Ward

CONGRATULATIONS
TO OUR
32
BEAUTIFUL
BABY
OWLS!
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Interdorm splits
lock-out charge

University
adapts for
crippled
Continued from page 1
who has 20/20 vision in his better
eye at 20 feet with corrective lenses.
The legally blind person may be
able to read with the aid of a magnifying glass.
Interior Design mjors have developed a model plan for building a
special area for the blind students.
They also did a survey of every
building on campus to determine
that building's accessibility to the
handicapped student.
The university has announced
that they would like to put an elevator in Alumni Coliseum, according
to Denny. No plans for the installation have yet been made.
The Begley Building is another
place that the university has indicated that it would like to have an
elevator.
An elevator is being installed in
the Coates Administration Building.
Work was started on the elevator
this summer.
Braille tags were put up next to
the elevator signals, but there has
been a problem with vandalism, according to Denny.
Denny said that the law requires
all educational programs be accessible to the handicapped people. "It
doettn't require that all buildings be
accessible," she said.
Doors in many of the buildings
on campus are difficult for the
handicapped student to use. The
doors are difficult to open because
of fire regulations. The doors are designed to keep the smoke from
spreading into the halls so rapidly;
therefore, the doors are harder to
push open.
Other modifications for the handicapped students include the lowering of outside buttons on the elevators and the lowering of at least one
water fountain in each classroom
building.
There is also one bathroom for
men and one bathroom for women
especially equipped for the handicapped person in each building.
The handicapped persons at the
university have organized a 504
committee that is made up of any
handicapped persons on campus who
want to aome to the meetings.
These students serve in an advisory
position when changes are needed in
order to help the handicapped student.

Election time

Student Association elections took place Tuesday with 566 persons voting on campus. Above, Marcia Johnes, a
junior from West Virginia, takes advantage of her voting privileges. Of the 58 seats provided for by the constitution of the association, 53 have been filled. (Photo by Alan Wheeler)

Studies deem rings differently
Continued from Page 1
and the C & H Ranch Co.; all three
are located on the Eastern By-Pass
Plaza.
The ring example used for all
pricing information waB the standard 10 karat gold ring with birth
stones and major engraving and tailoring on the sides (extras were according to each company, an all
price differences will be noted).
Foremost is the price of a college
ring; 1) Campus Book Store$240
(Josten's curriculum style). 2)
U.B.S.-S236.60 (Herff Jones brand).
3) Leroy Jewelry's-$186-275, the

price range here indicates that they
have different models of the standard 10 karat model college ring. 4)
C & H Rauch-$240.50 (Artcarved
class rings inc.)
The prices of Womens rings are
only that of the school style ring
(i.e. not the dinner ring). 1) Campus
Book Store $148 (Josten's). 2)
U.B.S.-$115.40 (Herff Jones). 3)
Leroy Jerelry's-$115-173, (style depending just like above). 4) C & H
Rauch-$138 (Artcarved class rings
inc.).
The trade-in of high school rings
is also of interest to most money

conscious students. And, of the four
stores surveyed, only the Eastern
Kentucky Campus Book Store and
the U.B.S. gave any type of tradein.
Trade-in rates ranged from $49
to $17 for the men's and womens'
rings respectively at the Campus
Book Store, and at the University
Book and Supply the rates were $55
and $22 for the men's and women's
rings.
All four stores carried a lifetime
guarantee on their rings. Warranty
specifications were different with
each store, but it is up to the buyer
which company is chosen.

By Mary Luersen
Managing editor
Men's and Women'■ Interdorm
have been allocated 25 cents of the
recently increased 50-cent lock-out
fee charged to students, enabling the
residence halls and interdorm to
have more programs and activities.
The fee charged to dormitory residents on campus when locked out
of their rooms was previously 25
cents. This money went into a general fund of the university. However,
now the monies will be split between the dormitory and interdorm,
according to Sarah Fretty, president
of Women's Interdorm and Don
Cundiff, president of Men's Interdorm.
•
Fretty said with the residence
halls forced to cut back on staff because of budget cuts, it is hoped the
increased fee will cut down on students purposely locking themselves
out and leave time for staff members to watch the desk and perform
other duties.
The unexpected income must be
used to improve residence halls, educational, social and recreational programs. Interdorm must use the
money for educational purposes or
support services, according to Fretty.
Fretty said before, dorms were allocated "about $1 a resident to be
used for education, social or recreational programs."
One of interdorm's goala this
year, Fretty and Cundiff emphasized, "is to get more people involved and . . . promoting activities
between dorms as well as campuswide events."
Interdorm plans to use the new
funds for a new activity, a computer
dating program to be implemented
for the Monster Bash Halloween
party which both interdorms cosponsor with student activities and
organizations.
Dupree, Martin, Combs and
Keene dormitory residents will receive a computer card in their mailboxes, asking their hobbies, major,
dislikes, race, etc., and will be
matched up with a compatible person.
If the computer dating is successful, interdorm might use it for other
activities, like the spring Mardi Gras
involving the whole campus, which
interdorm puts on.
"It's a good way to let people
meet each other," Fretty commented.
■

*

A new committee this year in interdorm is the activity board. Members will be emphasizing activities
between dorms and utilizing other
campus clubs who are affected by
the budget cuts, Fretty and Cundiff
said.
Other activities being planned by
either Men's or Women's Interdorms
are service projects during Homecoming, resident assistant exchange
between men's and women's dorms,
highlighting a different women's
sport every month, improved communications, Christinas cables,
dances, s bridal show, residence hall
movies, block parties and more.
Cundiff said Men's Interdorm is
looking into the locking of men's
dormitory windows, which he said
has already been put into effect on
some floors of Todd and Dupree
halls. He said they would check to
make sure the conditioning systems
work properly when windows sre
bolted.
A refrigerator committee is also
planning to look into installing refrigerators in every other dorm
room. But first they will take a survey to see if students sre interested,
Cundiff said.

•

Teacher rues
drug incident
A spokesman for the university
said Dr. Kenneth Kennedy, associate
professor with the department of finance and business, who was issued
a citation for possession of marijuana Sept. 13, is under contract to
the university for the 1981-82 academic year and misdemeanors — as
opposed to felonies — are not normally sufficient basis for terminating
contracts.
Kennedy is a non-tenured member of the business faculty.
Dr. Howard Thompson, dean of
the college of business, indicated he
had counseled with Kennedy and
Kennedy had expressed regret for
the incident, which has been
recorded in the faculty member's
record.
Kennedy was scheduled to appear
in Madison District Court yesterday.
Kennedy was still in court when the
ProgesB went to press. Thus, it is
not known whether he pleaded
guilty or not
■■::,
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who has 20/20 vision in hit better
eye at 20 feet with corrective lenses.
The legally blind person may be
able to read with the aid of a magnifying glass.
Interior Design mjors have developed a model plan for building a
special area for the blind students.
They also did a survey of every'
building on campus to determine
that building's accessibility to the
handicapped student.
The university has announced
that they would like to put an elevator in Alumni Coliseum, according
to Denny. No plans for the installation have yet been made.
The Begley Building is another
place that the university has indicated that it would like to have an
elevator.
An elevator is being installed in
the Coates Administration Building.
Work was started on the elevator
this summer.
Braille tags were put up next to
the elevator signals, but there has
been a problem with vandalism, according to Denny.
Denny said that the law requires
all educational programs be accessible to the handicapped people. "It
doesn't require that all buildings be
accessible," she said.
Doors in many of the buildings
on campus are difficult for the
handicapped student to use. The
Student Association elections took place Tuesday with 566 persons voting on campus. Above, Marcia Johnes, a
doors are difficult to open because
junior from West Virginia, takes advantage of her voting privileges. Of the 58 seats provided for by the constituof fire regulations. The doors are detion of the association, 53 have been filled. (Photo by Alan Wheeler)
signed to keep the smoke from
spreading into the halls so rapidly;
therefore, the doors are harder to
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Other modifications for the handicapped students include the lowering of outside buttons on the eleva- Continued from Page 1
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the
school
style
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By Mary Lueraen
Managing editor
Men's and Women's Interdorm
have been allocated 25 cents of the
recently increased 50-cent lock-out
fee charged to students, enabling the
residence halls and interdorm to
have more programs and activities.
The fee charged to dormitory reeidenta on campus when locked out
of their rooms was previously 25
cents. This money went into a general fund of the university. However,
now the monies will be split between the dormitory and interdorm,
according to Sarah Fretty, president
of Women's Interdorm and Don
Cundiff, president of Men's Interdorm.
«
Fretty said with the residence
halls forced to cut back on staff because of budget cuts, it is hoped the
increased fee will cut down on students purposely locking themselves
out and leave time for staff members to watch the desk and perform
other duties.
The unexpected income must be
used to improve residence halls, educational social and recreational programs. Interdorm must use the
money for educational purposes or
support services, according to Fretty.
Fretty said before, dorms were allocated "about $1 a resident to be
used for education, social or recreational programs."
One of interdorm's goals this
year, Fretty and Cundiff emphasized, "is to get more people involved and . . . promoting activities
between dorms as well as campuswide events."
Interdorm plans to use the new
funds for a new activity, a computer
dating program to be implemented
for the Monster Bash Halloween
party which both interdorms cosponsor with student activities and
organizations.
Dupree, Martin, Combs and
Keene dormitory residents will receive a computer card in their mailboxes, asking their hobbies, major,
dislikes, race, etc., and will be
matched up with a compatible person.
If the computer dating is successful, interdorm might use it for other
activities, like the spring Mardi Gras
involving the whole campus, which
interdorm puts on.
"It's a good way to let people
meet each other," Fretty commented.

A new committee this year in interdorm is the activity board. Members will be emphasizing activities
between dorms and utilizing other
campus clubs who are affected by
the budget cuts, Fretty and Cundiff
said.
Other activities being planned by
either Men's or Women's Interdorms
are service projects during Homecoming, resident assistant exchange between men's and women's dorms,
highlighting a different women's
sport every month, improved communications, Christmas cables,
dances, a bridal show, residence hall
movies, block parties and more.
Cundiff said Men's Interdorm is
looking into the locking of men's
dormitory windows, which he said
has already been put into effect on
some floors of Todd and Dupree
halls. He said they would check to
make sure the conditioning systems
work properly when windows are
bolted.
A refrigerator committee is also
planning to look into installing refrigerators in every other dorm
room. But first they will take a survey to see if students are interested,
Cundiff said.

Teacher rues
drug incident
- A spokesman for the university
said Dr. Kenneth Kennedy, associate
professor with the department of finance and business, who was issued
a citation for possession of marijuana Sept. 13, is under contract to
the university for the 1981-82 academic year and misdemeanors — as
opposed to felonies — are not normally sufficient basis for terminating
contracts.
Kennedy is a non-tenured member of the business faculty.
Dr. Howard Thompson, dean of
the college of business, indicated he
had counseled with Kennedy and
Kennedy had expressed regret for
the incident, which has been
recorded in the fsculty member's
record.
Kennedy was scheduled to appear
in Madison District Court yesterday.
Kennedy was still in court when the
Progess went to press. Thus, it is
not known whether he pleaded
guilty or not
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